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Abstract

The human retina is essential to quality of life and therefore a topic of intense clinical

and research interest. The combination of this interest with modern biophotonics has

yielded a number of technological and medical developments now in various stages

of adoption.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive optical imaging technique

that utilizes coherent light to produce 3-D images with resolutions as fine as a mi-

crometer. Since its invention in 1990, it has become part of the standard of care

in opthalmology, shedding new light on the progression of diseases, therapeutic ef-

ficacy, childhood development, and real-time surgery in the retina. OCT has also

found applications in microscopy, cardiology, pulmonology, and many other fields.

OCT has become valuable for the standard of care primarily due to its abilities

to visualize the structural and functional layers of the retina. The thicknesses and

volumes of certain can be used as diagnostic criteria and thus there is a high demand

of OCT image assessment. In response, many researchers have developed software

algorithms to automatically identify and mark, or segment, each layer.

Scanning light ophthalmoscopy or scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) is similar

to OCT but uses confocal gating to produce high-contrast high-speed en face images

of the retina. Although SLO has not become as prevalent as OCT in the clinic, it is

frequently combined with adaptive optics (AO) to produce extremely high-resolution

images of rod and cone photoreceptors, ganglion cells, and moving blood cells in the
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living retina.

AO is a technique to eliminate image blurring due to monochromatic aberrations

in optical systems. By using a spatial light modulator, such as a deformable mirror

or liquid crystal array, the wavefront of a beam sent into the eye can be engineered to

compensate for the eye’s aberrations. AO-SLO was initially developed in 2002 and

has continued to be a field of research growth and interest. However, the majority of

AOSLO systems require a dedicated room and staff, hindering their clinical adoption

The objective of the work presented herein was to explore the limits of the above

imaging modalities. First, we explored the limits of OCT segmentation and demon-

strated that the field of automated segmentation is far from its accuracy limit. Sec-

ond, we explored the limits on SLO portability and developed both the world’s

smallest SLO probe and the first handheld AOSLO probe. Finally, we explored the

limits of SLO resolution, developing the first super-resolution human retinal imaging

system through the use of optical reassignment (OR) SLO.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography and Retinal Layer Segmentation

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a photonic imaging technology developed in

the early 1990s for 3-dimensional imaging of reflectance. OCT can be viewed as an

optical analogue to ultrasound, in that it rejects multiple-scattered photons based on

their arrival time. OCT acquires a depth profile of reflectance, or A-scan, at a single

location and then laterally samples the region of interest to produce a cross-sectional

or volumetric image. A-scans in a single plane are frequently grouped together into

2-D images known as B-scans.

Many OCT systems are based on the Michelson interferometer, which relies on

the temporal coherence and interference of light from two reflectors to interrogate

properties of the light or reflectors[1]. OCT was initially based on low coherence

interferometry (LCI), which uses a broadband source in a Michelson interferometer

to enable highly accurate ranging of a sample surface [2]. The first OCT system, as

demonstrated by Huang et al., used a time domain approach[3], wherein the reference

mirror was scanned to obtain the depth-gated A-scan at each lateral location. Later,
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it was recognized that substantial increases in speed could be obtained by using

a technique called Fourier Domain OCT (FD-OCT) in which the entire A-scan is

acquired simultaneously [4]. FD-OCT can be performed either in the spectral domain

(SD) [5] using a broadband source and a spectrometer or using a spectrally swept

source (SS) [6].

OCT has been adapted for a variety of applications including diagnosis and prog-

nosis of cancer [7, 8], cardiovascular diseases [9, 10], and neurodegenerative diseases

[11, 12]. However, the highest-impact application of OCT is the diagnosis of oph-

thalmic diseases, including age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [13, 14], dia-

betes [15–17], and glaucoma [18, 19].A critical task for retinal diagnostics is segmen-

tation of the retina into its anatomical layers, which correspond to different functional

regions. An OCT image of the retina with expert manual segmentation is shown in

Figure 1.1.

Manual segmentation of large OCT datasets requires significant time and at-

tention from expert graders. Therefore, several techniques have been developed to

automatically segment the layers of retinal OCT images. These include boundary

tracking/dynamic programming (Djikstra’s algorithm) techniques [20–22], pixel clas-

sification [23], active contours [24, 25], graph search [13, 26], kernel regression [15],

and deep learning [27, 28]. These segmentation algorithms are benchmarked against

expert manual graders, the current gold standard. While the performance of these

algorithms has been significantly improved in the recent years, a critical question

has not yet been addressed: “how far is OCT segmentation performance from its

theoretical limit?” The answer to this question justifies further investment of time

and financial resources to gain further segmentation accuracy.
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Figure 1.1: Manually segmented 2-D OCT image (B-scan) of the retina, centered
on the fovea. The layers shown are the vitreous, the nerve fiber layer (NFL), the
ganglion cell layer (GCL) and inner plexiform layer (IPL) complex, the inner nuclear
layer (INL), the outer plexiform layer (OPL), the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and
photoreceptor inner segment (IS), the photoreceptor outer segment (OS), the retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE), and the choroid.

1.2 Scanning Light Ophthalmoscopy (SLO) and Adaptive Optics (AO)

Scanning light ophthalmoscopy or scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) is a tech-

nology, first developed by Webb and Hughes in 1981 [29], to generate high contrast

en face images of the retina. This is usually performed by focusing a beam of light

through the pupil onto a spot on the retina, recording the intensity of the backscat-

tered light, and raster-scanning the beam to produce a full image. The initial SLO

design was improved upon by Webb, Hughes, and Delori in 1987 by applying a con-
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focal gate to the returning light [30]. This greatly improves the depth sectioning of

the instrument and increases the contrast by rejecting out-of-focus light from other

retinal layers and haze from the anterior segment and vitreous of the eye. SLO has

found some clinical application for diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy [31], age-related

macular degeneration [32], glaucoma [33], and retinal vein occlusion [34].

However, SLO has found its primary use in conjunction with adaptive optics

(AO). AO is a technique used to to reduce the effect of monochromatic aberrations

in optical systems, based on the use of a wavefront corrector and optionally a wave-

front sensor [35]. AO has enabled in vivo visualization of retinal neurons [36–39] and

has revolutionized the understanding of the structure, function, and neurophysiol-

ogy of the visual system [40, 41]. In traditional AO ophthalmic imaging, a wavefront

sensor detects and a deformable mirror (DM) compensates for the aberrations of the

eye. The AO scanning light ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) is the most common imaging

system for in vivo visualization of individual photoreceptor cells in adults [42, 43].

AOSLO’s ability to image and count individual cells presents the potential for im-

provements in the diagnosis and prognosis of retinal diseases and a new benchmark

to measure the efficacy of therapies [44]. Among a multitude of applications, the

utility of AOSLO has been demonstrated for a number of retinal diseases including

Stargardt disease [45], retinitis pigmentosa [46], congenital achromatopsia [47], dia-

betic retinopathy [48, 49], age-related macular degeneration [50], and acute macular

neuroretinopathy [51].

At present, the size and complexity of AOSLO systems limit imaging to pa-

tients that are able to sit in an upright position and fixate for several minutes, as

shown in 1.2(a). Portable handheld AO systems would be useful in acquiring high-

resolution images of photoreceptors in adults and children that are supine, under

anesthesia, semi-recumbent, or otherwise unable to maintain the required posture,

as shown in 1.2(b). Unfortunately, integrating wavefront sensing and correcting AO
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Figure 1.2: (a) Photograph of an adult subject being imaged by a typical large-
footprint AOSLO imaging system. (b) Photograph of an infant patient being imaged
by our HAOSLO probe prior to retinal surgery.

components into SLO results in systems too large and heavy for handheld use. As a

compromise, handheld SLO (without AO) was first demonstrated by Kelly et al. [52]

and was found to be helpful in imaging children with nystagmus, photophobia, eccen-

tric fixation, cone dystrophy, and mild papilledema. However, due to low resolution,

this system was unable to visualize individual photoreceptors. Previously, we demon-

strated the first combined SLO and optical coherence tomography (OCT) handheld

probes, capable of resolving parafoveal cones without AO within approximately 4˝

of the fovea [53–55].

A key technology for reducing the footprint and weight of AO-based imagers is

the wavefront sensorless (WS) AO technique. WS-AO utilizes iterative and multi-

shot computational techniques to estimate the wavefront, eliminating the need for

a physical wavefront sensor. Broadly, WS-AO algorithms can be classified into two

categories: model-free and model-based. In the model-free approach, the state space

of the adaptive element is searched to find the optimum configuration using one or

some combination of image quality metrics [56–62]. In the model-based approach,

a priori knowledge of the optimized function is used to design an algorithm that
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exhibits superior convergence [63–65]. WS-AO techniques have been applied to laser

systems [66, 67], fiber coupling [68], quantum optics [69], optical tweezers [70],

and microscopy [62, 71–77]. WS-AO was first applied to SLO by Hofer et al. to

visualize individual cone photoreceptors [78]. Later, WS-AO was applied to enhance

the resolution of other ophthalmic imaging technologies, including OCT [79–82].

1.3 Super-Resolution SLO via Reassignment

As described above, AOSLO systems produce valuable images of the photorecep-

tors but are complex and physically large and require expensive, specialized hard-

ware [83, 84]. Moreover, imaging of the photoreceptors usually requires pharmaco-

logical dilation of subjects’ pupils to achieve high resolution. Thus, a non-AO system

which maintains high-speed reflective imaging and achieves cellular resolution would

be highly desirable. Because SLO systems are based on confocal microscopy (CM),

they can potentially achieve lateral resolutions which are a factor of
?

2 better than

the Abbe diffraction limit [85]. However, this limit is reached only for the case of an

infinitesimally small pinhole, with correspondingly diminishing signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) [55]. This tradeoff between resolution and SNR is one of the fundamental

drawbacks of CM [86].

An alternative to confocal imaging which has recently been described for obtain-

ing enhanced resolution is the photon or pixel reassignment technique [87–93]. As

in confocal imaging, photon reassignment utilizes point scanning and detection but

obtains resolution enhancement without compromising SNR. This is achieved by as-

signing each detected photon to the position on the sample from which it most likely

originated rather than at the center of the illuminated spot, as assumed in traditional

confocal imaging. In a system with identical and radially symmetric detection and

illumination PSFs, it has been shown that photons detected a distance 2d from the

center of the illumination point most likely originated from a scatterer a distance d
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from the illumination point [88, 89, 91]. The reassignment can thus be performed by

shifting the detected photons d closer to the illumination point for every value of d,

which is equivalent to minifying the returned PSF by a factor of 2. 1.3 conceptually

illustrates resolution improvement without signal loss in photon reassignment.

Figure 1.3: Simulation of reassignment procedure and resulting resolution enhance-
ment. a, Sample consisting of a single point scatterer in the center. Colored xs indi-
cate sample illumination positions. b, System point spread function (PSF) of width
σ = 10 px. c, Detected light after applying reassignment when the sample is illumi-
nated at the orange x. d, Image reconstruction using only the reassigned detected
light from the four illumination locations indicated in a. e, Image reconstruction
using all reassigned scan points. f, Cross-section of system PSF (blue, equivalent
to widefield imaging), reassigned reconstruction (red), and CM simulation with 0.25
Airy disc diameter pinhole (green). The WF equivalent simulation has width σ =
10 px; the pixel-reassigned reconstruction and CM simulation both have width σ =
7.1 px.

An alternative method of performing photon reassignment is optical reassign-

ment (OR) or re-scan confocal microscopy [85, 87, 90, 92–94]. In OR, the photon
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reassignment and image reconstruction are achieved in hardware. This has been

performed by re-scanning the de-scanned light light returning from the sample onto

a camera with the same scan angles but an optically half-sized PSF [87, 93]. The

super-resolved image is then obtained by integrating the signal on the camera over

the full scan. This provides a real-time view of the super-resolved image without

post-processing and only requires a camera with a frame rate matching that of the

scan pattern. However, to our knowledge, OR has so far only been demonstrated in

microscopy for fluorescence or multiphoton imaging[87, 90, 92, 93] and reflected light

imaging has not been attempted. In addition, due to OR’s requirement of rescanning

the descanned light in exact synchronization with the illumination scan pattern, OR

imaging speeds have been limited to frame rates of approximately 1 Hz or less given

512 lines per frame [92].

1.4 Specific Aims

1.4.1 Specific Aim 1: Statistical Models of Signal and Noise and Fundamental Lim-
its of Segmentation Accuracy in Retinal Optical Coherence Tomography

Through rigorous mathematical and statistical analysis, we first determined the OCT

noise characteristics of eight layers in the human retina. Then, using a mathematical

tool known as the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB), we calculated the absolute

lower bound on segmentation error. Our work in this project indicates that the field

of OCT segmentation has not yet approached its bound and thus is worth additional

effort.

1.4.2 Specific Aim 2: Compact, Handheld Retinal Imaging

We developed and fully characterized a novel telescope design, which was used to

create the lightest and smallest handheld SLO/OCT probe of all time, enabling the

first photoreceptor imaging in young children. We then miniaturized an AOSLO into
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a light, handheld form factor. This was the first handheld AOSLO (HAOSLO) probe

and produced a number of striking results. We imaged the smallest photoreceptors

ever with a handheld probe in adults and produced the first AO-enhanced images of

photoreceptors in children.

1.4.3 Specific Aim 3: Optical Reassignment Scanning Light Ophthalmoscopy (ORSLO)

We an utilized the optical reassignment super-resolution technique with a novel geom-

etry to achieve the first super-resolved images of the human retina. Our advancement

enables OR to be applied to any scanning microscope and improves on the speed of

previous systems by more than an order magnitude. With our ORSLO, we observed

the smallest cone photoreceptors ever imaged without AO, including cones within

the foveal avascular zone (FAZ), a region critical for diagnostics.
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2

Aim 1: Statistical Models of Signal and
Noise and Fundamental Limits of

Segmentation Accuracy in Retinal
Optical Coherence Tomography

2.1 Introduction

A popular tool for determining the theoretically achievable accuracy of an estimator

such as layer segmentation is the Cramèr-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). The CRLB has

been extensively used to quantify the performance limits of image processing tools

such as image denoising [95], registration [96], particle displacement [97], frequency

estimation [98], digital super-resolution [99], signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimation

[100], stellar photometry [101], ballistic photon based object detection in scattering

media [102], and spectral peak estimation [103]. The CRLB has also been used

previously to evaluate the performance of several segmentation methods [104–107].

Two of these methods are of particular interest for the segmentation of retinal OCT

images: determining the location of changes in a steplike signal [106] and the more

general problem of 2D image segmentation [107].
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The work of [106] provides a useful point of reference, because the layer boundaries

in an OCT A-scan can be modeled as steplike changes. However, this method does

not perfectly match the problem at hand, because the shape of a steplike change

in OCT comes from the convolution of a step function with a system-specific point

spread function (PSF), usually modeled as a Gaussian [108]. This convolution yields

an error function-shaped curve, whereas [106] uses a logistic curve. Moreover, [106]

assumes an un ed estimator, which does not reflect a priori models utilized in many

modern image segmentation algorithms. The work of [107] provides an excellent

general framework for fuzzy segmentation of 2D images and introduces an optimal

affine bias model to determine the CRLB for biased operators. However, as we

discuss below, the layered structure of the retina lends itself better to non-fuzzy

segmentation.

An additional critical shortcoming that precludes direct application of the studies

in [106] and [107] to OCT images is their simplistic modeling of noise as uniform

additive white Gaussian (UAWG). While UAWG is a reasonable model for some

consumer electronic imaging applications, this is not an accurate model of noise in

OCT images. This is because at least two processes, detection noise and speckle,

affect OCT images.

The detection noise results from many sources and has a lower limit determined

by shot noise (i.e. bandlimited quantum noise). In FD-OCT, the detection noise can

be approximated as an additive circular complex Gaussian produced by the detection

process [108]. Speckle is an artifact of coherent imaging processes; it is determin-

istic based on the interaction of light with subvoxel features and is best modeled

as multiplicative noise [109]. Henceforth in this paper, we will refer to the value of

the observed signal (including noise) as intensity, in keeping with standard image

processing terminology. This intensity is linearly proportional, but not equivalent,

to the optical intensity of the backscattered light.
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Various probability density functions (PDFs) of the intensity have been proposed

to model speckle in OCT. The negative exponential distribution [110–113] and the

gamma distribution [114–116] are among the more popular models. More recently,

the negative exponential distribution and the K distribution have been compared

for modeling OCT intensity in microsphere phantoms and skin [117, 118]. However,

there has not been a full, comparative accounting of all the suggested distributions

on a commercially available OCT system, especially for in vivo human retinal OCT

images.

Multiple manuscripts in the literature have now specifically used noise distribu-

tions for OCT denoising [112, 113]. Both Ralston et al. [112] and Yin et al. [113]

derive OCT denoising methods by modeling the noise as Gaussian in the log do-

main. However, the Gaussian distribution has not been empirically and statistically

validated in the retina. Indeed, we will show below that it is possible to reject the

Gaussian distribution with statistical significance. Therefore, we hope to provide

superior and validated noise distributions both to calculate the CRLB and so that

other techniques may be improved.

Notably, none of these studies take into account the effect of detection noise.

Moreover, as the cellular composition varies between different retinal layers, a single

distribution might not efficiently model the speckle pattern in each layer.

We note that a recent paper has attempted to statistically model noise in retinal

OCT images with Normal-Laplace PDF, which is shown to have a lower chi-square

error than Gaussian [119]. However, neither distribution is a good fit to their ex-

perimental data, as is evident in Fig. 4 of [119]. The denoising technique described

in [119] is an example of the applications which we hope will benefit from using

empirically validated noise distributions.

The novelty of our paper is as follows: 1) we developed physically derived and

empirically validated layer-specific statistical models of the intensity in retinal OCT
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images; 2) using these models, we calculated the unbiased and biased CRLB for

estimating the layer boundary locations in retinal OCT images. The impact of our

paper goes beyond ophthalmic OCT applications as our proposed approach is general

and can be adopted for modeling many other speckle dominated imaging scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes our calculation

of the unbiased CRLB for OCT A-Scans and the biased CRLB for OCT B-scans.

Section 2.3 describes our use of clinical OCT images to construct empirical statistical

models of intensity. The results of both the modeling and the CRLB calculations

are described in Section 2.4. Finally, in Section 2.5, we discuss the results in context

of the previous literature.

2.2 Boundary Segmentation CRLB for Layered Structures

Given a noisy signal grk; hs dependent on a parameter vector h and position k, the

CRLB states that the covariance of an unbiased estimator of h is bounded by:

Cov
”

ĥ
ı

ě J´1, (2.1)

where J is the Fisher information matrix. The elements of J are given by

Jij “
ÿ

k

E

„

´
B2 lnpppgrk; hs, kqq

Bhi Bhj



, (2.2)

where Ers is the expected value operator, ppgrk; hs, kq is the probability of observing

the intensity grk; hs at position k and hi and hj are the ith and jth elements of

h [120].

2.2.1 Calculation of Unbiased CRLB at Layer Boundaries in Single A-scan

In this section, we define our signal model for OCT A-scans. Then, based on that

signal model, we derive a expression for the unbiased CRLB of a single-layer boundary
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position estimate. Taking into account both additive detection noise waddrk; hs and

speckle wsprk; hs, the observed intensity of an OCT A-scan can be modeled as

grk; hs “ srk; hswsprk; hs ` waddrk; hs

“ s0

ˆ

|PSFpk{fsq| bR

ˆ

k

2fs
; h

˙˙

wsprk; hs ` waddrk; hs, (2.3)

where srk; hs is the noiseless intensity at depth pixel number k, fs is the axial spatial

sampling frequency such that the optical depth is k{fs, s0 is a constant factor related

to the system configuration, PSFpk{fsq is the OCT axial PSF, Rpk{fs; hq is the depth

reflectivity profile of the sample, and b is the convolution operator [108].

Each grk; hs is a random variable with PDF ppgrk; hsq determined by srk; hs and

the PDFs of the additive and multiplicative noise processes. We rewrite this noise

as purely additive to enhance mathematical tractability. This is accomplished by

expressing grk; hs as a fixed mean intensity ḡrk; hs plus a random noise variable

wrk; hs with a zero expected value (ZEV) PDF qpwrk; hsq “ ppwrk; hs ` ḡrk; hs, kq.

To apply the CRLB to OCT segmentation, we first consider a model dependent

only on a single parameter, the position of the ith layer boundary zi. We model the

noiseless signal in a single A-scan near the ith boundary as a Heaviside step function

Hpxq at position zi convolved with a Gaussian OCT PSF [108]:

sirk; zis “ A log10

„ˆ

Ii ` pIi`1 ´ IiqH

ˆ

k

fs
´ zi

˙˙

b
1

?
2πσPSF

exp

˜

´
pk{fsq

2

2σ2
PSF

¸ff

“ A log10

1

2

„

Ii

ˆ

1` erfc

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

` A log10

1

2

„

Ii`1

ˆ

erf

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

,

(2.4)

where A is a system-dependent scaling factor, Ii and Ii`1 are the average intensities

of the layers above and below the boundary, σPSF is the standard deviation of the

axial PSF, erfpq is the error function, and erfcpq is the complementary error function.
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Additionally, because most OCT images are viewed in the log domain to enhance the

visibility of dimmer layers [121], we carry out these calculations in the log domain.

We make two physically and anatomically rational assumptions about noise in

retinal layers. First, we note that the cellular and sub-cellular structures in each

layer differ in shape and size. Thus, each layer has unique speckle characteristics

and the noise is not stationary for the whole image. Moreover, because of optical

blurring, the noise smoothly transitions from one layer’s noise PDF to the other.

Therefore, we treat the noise PDF near the ith layer boundary wirk; zis as

wirk; zis “ nirks
1

2

ˆ

1` erfc

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

` ni`1rks
1

2

ˆ

erf

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

, (2.5)

where ni and ni`1 are the noise in layer i and i`1, respectively, and each ni is drawn

from a ZEV PDF qipniq.

The observed signal near the ith layer boundary girk; zis is therefore:

girk; zis “ A log10

„

Ii `
Ii`1 ´ Ii

2
erf

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙

`

nirks
1

2

ˆ

1` erf

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

`

ni`1rks
1

2

ˆ

erfc

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

. (2.6)

The PDF of girk; zis is then:

ppgirk; zisq “
1

2

ˆ

1` erf

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙˙

qipgrks ´ srk; zisq`

1

2
erfc

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙

qi`1pgrks ´ srk; zisq. (2.7)

To calculate the CRLB, we use the scalar version of Eq. (2.2) for a single variable

h[120]:

Jh “
ÿ

k

E

«

ˆ

B lnpppgirksqq

Bh

˙2
ff

. (2.8)
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We then calculate the Fisher Information for each layer boundary:

Jzi “
ÿ

k

E

«

ˆ

B lnpppgirks, kqq

Bzi

˙2
ff

“
ÿ

k

ż 8

wirks“´8

dwi
ppgirks, kq2

„

e´pk{fs´ziq
2{σ2

PSF

?
2πσPSF

p´qipwirksq ` qi`1pwirksqq
1

2
ˆ

Bsirk; zis

Bzi

ˆ„

1` erf

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙

q1ipwirksq´ erfc

ˆ

k{fs ´ zi
?

2σPSF

˙

q1i`1pwirksq

˙2

,

(2.9)

where q1ipniq “
B

Bni
qipniq. For many non-Gaussian noise distributions, the above

integral cannot be evaluated analytically. In such cases, we numerically calculated

the integral in Mathematica.

2.2.2 Biased CRLBs for Segmentation of B-scans

Most OCT layer segmentation algorithms achieve improved performance by utilizing

a priori information and thus are categorized as biased estimators. These include the

popular assumption that the layer boundaries are smooth, which can be exploited

by analyzing a whole B-scan rather than an individual A-scan [20, 21, 122]. Biased

estimators can lead to improved performance, defined as reduced mean square error

(MSE)[123]. Thus, to further broaden the applicability of our bounds, we extend our

CRLB findings to the case of biased estimators.

Our approach follows Peng and Varshney’s [107] use of an optimal affine bias

model to determine the CRLB for a biased fuzzy segmentation estimator. The op-

timal affine bias CRLB puts a bound on the covariance of a biased estimate ĥ of a

parameter vector h. If the bias ψψψ “ Erĥs ´ h is affine, i.e. ψψψ “ Kh` u, then it can
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be shown that the covariance of ĥ is bounded by [107]

Cov
”

ĥ
ı

ě CRLBBiased “ J´1 ´ J´1pJ´1 ` Cov rhsq´1J´1. (2.10)

Each B-scan is composed of A-scans of the form grks “ srks ` wrks, where srks

is the true signal value and wrks is a noise value. If we consider each boundary

separately as in [20], a signal model for a single boundary in a single A-scan is a

Heaviside step function at true boundary locations z convolved with a Gaussian as

per Section 2.2. The derivative of this signal is a Gaussian centered at the boundary

location. A reasonable unbiased estimator for the boundary locations ẑ in the A-scan

can thus be expressed as the centroid of the derivative of the A-scan:

ẑ “ CDgrks, (2.11)

where C is a centroiding matrix and D is the derivative matrix. Given several

adjacent A-scans, we can produce a biased estimate ẑ1 by a weighted averaging with

the estimates of N adjacent A-scans

ẑ1 “ Wẑ, (2.12)

where W is a weighting matrix that might take into account, for example, distance

and radiometric similarity of the noisy A-scans. The expected value of the estimate

ẑ1 is

Erẑ1s “ E rWẑs “ E rWCDgrkss “ E rWCDpsrks ` wrksqs

“ E rWCDsrkss ` E rWCDwrkss

“ Wz` E rWCDwrkss . (2.13)

The bias is then

ψψψ “ Erẑ1s ´ z “ Wz` E rWCDwrkss ´ z

“ pW ´ Iqz` E rWCDwrkss , (2.14)
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which conforms to the bias model ψψψ “ Kh ` u. Therefore, it is reasonable to treat

the layer boundaries in a B-scan as subject to an affine bias.

When segmenting a whole B-scan, the parameter vector h contains all eight layer

boundary locations in each constitutent A-scan. Consequently, the diagonal elements

of J´1 are the unbiased CRLBs for each layer boundary, repeated for every A-scan.

The diagonal of CRLBBiased gives the lower bound on the variance of the layer

boundary positions across the B-scan. We average the bound across the B-scan for

each boundary to obtain an average bound for a biased estimator, which is a useful

comparison to the position-independent bound for an unbiased estimator.

We estimate Cov rhs using the same set of expert segmented B-scans used for

generating the empirical distributions (see Section 2.3.1 ). We use a statistical boot-

strapping technique as per Peng and Varshney [107] to generate more accurate esti-

mates of the covariance. Starting with 100 B-scans as sample data, we picked 100

B-scans with replacement and calculated the covariance of the boundary locations

between the B-scans. We repeated this procedure 100 times and averaged the co-

variance matrices from each set of generated data to give an accurate estimate of the

true covariance matrix of boundary positions in B-scans.

2.3 Empirical Model of OCT Intensity

In this section, we describe our method to construct an empirical, layer-specific model

of the signal and noise in retinal OCT images. First, we discuss the acquisition and

segmentation of the data. Then, we discuss the data processing performed to generate

accurate representations of intensity across the entire population. Next, we discuss

the different distributions and parameter selection process for modeling the retinal

layers. Finally, we discuss how to choose the best model and estimate the mean

intensity and ZEV noise PDF for each layer. The steps of this process are shown in

Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic indicating the process by which we construct empirical,
layer-specific intensity models.

2.3.1 Collection and Processing of OCT Data

While our technique to obtain layer-specific intensity models is general, for this study

we utilized an SD-OCT system from Bioptigen Inc. (Research Triangle Park, NC).

We chose this system because it is commercially available, performs minimal image

processing, and offers ready access to raw data.

We acquired volumetric scans (6.7 x 6.7 mm) from 10 normal adult subjects

under an IRB approved protocol. The Bioptigen SD-OCT system had a Gaussian

axial PSF with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) resolution of 4.6 µm (in

tissue), an axial pixel sample spacing of 3.23 µm, and a total axial depth range of

3.3 mm. The illumination from the SD-OCT had a central wavelength of 830 nm

with a FWHM bandwidth of 50 nm. The volumetric scans had lateral and azimuthal

pixel sampling spacings of 6.7 µm and 67 µm (1000 A-scans scans per B-scan, 100

B-scans per volume), respectively [20]. Each B-scan was cropped laterally to the

central 800 A-scans, for a final image size of 800 x 1024. The intensity of each voxel

in the volume was represented by a 16-bit integer normalized from 0 to 255.

A grader semi-automatically segmented 10 evenly spaced B-scans from each sub-

ject by using DOCTRAP software [14]. In some layers, blood vessels and specular

reflections led to intensity distortions above and below the vessel. Therefore, a sepa-

rate grader manually removed A-scans containing large vessels or specular reflections.

We excluded these A-scans from the subsequent analysis. An example of an excluded

vessel is shown in the green box of Figure 2.2.
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Additionally, particularly bright images can yield autocorrelation artifacts in

OCT images [108]. The result of this is a ghost image of the retina with a prominent

peak corresponding to the autocorrelation between the NFL and the RPE, at a depth

determined by the difference between the RPE and NFL depths. Manual examina-

tion of the OCT images indicated that the autocorrelation artifact only occupies the

top 0.55 mm of the 3.3 mm-deep scan. In most OCT images, the OCT photographer

attempts to ensure that the NFL does not overlap with the autocorrelation artifact.

Therefore, to represent the typical OCT image, we ignored any pixels in the top 0.55

mm of the B-scans. An example of an autocorrelation artifact is shown in the red

box of Figure 2.2.

2.3.2 Normalization of B-scans

Differences in beam placement, ocular or corneal clarity, or other factors may change

the recorded intensity from the layers of the retina by a constant multiplicative factor

between B-scans from a single subject, as well as between subjects. Additionally,

different amounts of absorption or scattering in OCT images can lead to a secondary,

layer-specific multiplicative factor. In the log domain, this appears as a constant

increase or decrease of all pixel intensities in a particular B-scan or layer, as illustrated

schematically in Figure 2.3.

To compensate for this imaging artifact, we calculated the average intensity of

each layer across all B-scans. We then added a constant value to the same layer

region of each B-scan so that its average intensity value is equal to the global average

intensity for that layer. As shown in Figure 2.3, this procedure results in a different

gray-scale range for each post-normalization layer. Therefore, when considering the

combined intensity histograms of multiple layers (see Section 2.3.3), we ignored post-

normalization gray-scale values that were not within the range of all other layers.
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Figure 2.2: Raw OCT B-scan showing a retinal ghost/autocorrelation artifact (red
box) and intensity distortions from blood vessels (green box).
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of B-scan intensity normalization and range exclu-
sion. The diagram shows the histograms of two layers before and after normalization
(top and bottom, respectively). Before normalization, the histograms have the same
shape and range but are separated; after normalization, the histograms overlap but
the ranges have shifted. The range used in analysis is the intersection of all ranges,
denoted in black; the ranges excluded from analysis are denoted in grey.

2.3.3 Generation of OCT Intensity Histograms

For each B-scan, we utilized the segmented retinal layer boundaries to isolate in-

dividual layers. First, we isolated each layer, defined as all pixels at or between

the segmented boundaries. Then, to minimize the effect of possible segmentation

errors, we excluded pixels in a 3 pixel-wide region next to the borders, as shown

in Figure 2.4. Noting that the choroid lower boundary is not visible in all B-scans,

we set it at 13 pixels below the RPE/choroid segmentation line. Since the vitreous
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the boundaries used for each layer. The data for each
layer is taken from between the lines with colors corresponding to that layer in the
legend. These lines are calculated from segmentation lines with an offset to account
for possible segmentation inaccuracies.

has no upper boundary, we represented it as the region 10 to 20 pixels above the

vitreous/NFL segmentation line.

We then created a histogram from the intensity values for each layer in each B-

scan with one gray-scale value wide bins. Finally, we added the histograms for each

layer from all B-scans across all subjects to produce global layer-specific histograms.

2.3.4 Mathematical Modeling of Intensity Histograms

We considered three categories of mathematical models to represent the probability

distribution of the intensity histograms: distributions based on theoretical models of
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speckle and additive noise in OCT images, mixture models based on the theoretical

distributions, and Gaussian related distributions.

Theoretical Models

In this section, based on first principles, we derive progressively more complex models

of noise. In Section 2.4, we will experimentally evaluate the practical suitability of

these complex models versus their more simplistic counter parts for representing

OCT signal intensity.

First, we consider the speckle in OCT images. Although in principle speckle is a

deterministic process, it is best modeled using stochastic tools because it is the result

of the coherent addition of myriad sub-voxel scatterers. The intensity of a single,

fully-developed speckle pattern Isp has a negative exponential distribution [109]:

pNEpIsp|σSq “
1

σS
exp

ˆ

´
Isp
σS

˙

, (2.15)

where σS is the expected value of the distribution. If the layer varies such that

σS is distributed according to a Gamma distribution with shape parameter α and

expected value µ, the intensity for the whole layer will have a special form of the K

distribution [118] with PDF:

pSKpIsp|α, µq “
2

Γpαq
I
α´1
2

sp

ˆ

α

µ

˙
α`1
2

Kα´1p2
b

Ispα{µq, (2.16)

where Kαpxq is the modified Bessel function of the second kind with order α. The

presence of different polarizations, frequencies, and scatter angles can lead to mul-

tiple uncorrelated speckle realizations being added incoherently in the OCT images.

We note that if m uncorrelated speckle patterns are present, the PDF is a full K

distribution with PDF:

pKpIsp|α, µ,mq “
2

ΓpαqΓpmq
I
α`m´2

2
sp

ˆ

αm

µ

˙
α`m

2

Kα´mp2
b

Ispmα{µq. (2.17)
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Second, we account for the additive noise. The additive noise takes the form of

a complex Gaussian added to a deterministic phasor with intensity Isp [108]. The

PDF of the signal’s intensity is therefore a modified Rice distribution:

pModRicepI;σR, Ispq “
1

σR
exp

ˆ

´
I ` Isp
σR

˙

I0

˜

2
a

I Isp

σR

¸

, (2.18)

where σR is a scale parameter and I0pxq is the modified Bessel function of the first

kind with order zero [108]. Because we model Isp as a random variable, the PDF of

the total intensity I will be a compound distribution between the modified Rice dis-

tribution pModRicepI|σR, Ispq and the PDF of the multiplicative speckle noise psppIspq:

ppIq “

ż 8

Isp“0

pModRicepI|σR, IspqpsppIspq dIsp. (2.19)

If psppIspq is a negative exponential distribution, ppIq is also a negative exponential

distribution with scale parameter σC “ σS`σR. If psppIspq is a K distribution (either

the special case or full K distribution), the compound distribution integral cannot be

evaluated analytically and must be examined with numerical methods as described

in Section 2.3.5. Due to computational complexity the only compound method that

we could feasibly evaluate was the special K-Rice compound.

Mixture Models

In addition to the purely theoretical distributions, we considered the biologically

plausible case that there are two well-defined populations of voxel intensities within

a layer (e.g. two dominant types of cellular substructures). To account for these

cases, we used a mixture of two negative exponential distributions with PDF:

pNEMpI|B, σS1, σS2q “ B pNEpI|σS1q ` p1´Bq pNEpI|σS2q, (2.20)
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where B is the proportionality constant. Similarly, the PDF for a mixture of two

special-case K distributions is:

pSKMpI|B,α1, α2, µ1, µ2q “ B pSKpI|α1, µ1q ` p1´Bq pSKpI|α2, µ2q, (2.21)

and finally, the PDF for a mixture of two full K distributions is:

pKMpI|B,α1, α2, µ1, µ2,m1,m2q “ B pKpI|α1, µ1,m1q ` p1´Bq pKpI|α2, µ2,m2q.

(2.22)

Gaussian-Related Models

We also considered two models related to the Gaussian noise because of its explicit

or implicit prevalence in the OCT literature. First of these models is the lognormal

distribution, used in papers that assume the log domain OCT images are corrupted

by Gaussian noise [124, 125]. The PDF of the lognormal distribution is:

pLNpI|σ, µq “
1

I
?

2πσ
exp

ˆ

´
pln I ´ µq2

2σ2

˙

, (2.23)

where µ is the location parameter and σ is the scale parameter.

Second, we considered multiplicative Gaussian noise, which assumes a truncated

Gaussian distribution in the linear, rather than log, domain. Note that the multi-

plicative noise cannot take negative values and therefore the Gaussian distribution

must be truncated at 0. The resulting normalized PDF is:

pTGpI|σ, µq “
1

`

1´ Φ
`

´
µ
σ

˘˘?
2πσ

exp

ˆ

´
pI ´ µq2

2σ2

˙

, (2.24)

where µ is the location parameter, σ is the scale parameter, and Φpzq is the cumu-

lative distribution function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution.
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2.3.5 Signal Modeling and Parameter Estimation

Because OCT images are commonly viewed in the log domain to enhance visibility

of the dimmer layers [121], we transform each of the above distributions to the log

domain. The log domain intensity of a pixel with intensity I is IL “ A log10pIq,

where A is a deterministic scaling factor determined by the OCT system’s software.

Therefore, the log domain PDF, given linear domain PDF P pIq, is given by the chain

rule:

pLpILq “ p
`

10IL{A
˘

ˆ
d 10IL{A

dIL
. (2.25)

For all distributions except the Rice-K (R-K) compound, we determined the

best parameter values by fitting the log domain distributions to the data based

on a weighted nonlinear least squares criterion. We used a two-step procedure for

parameter estimation. In the first step, we gave the data at bin k with count number

M rks weight 1{M rks, as per [126]. The fit of the jth distribution to the ith layer’s

data with these weights was aijrks, our initial estimate. This estimate might be

affected by the over-emphasis of the bins with fewer counts [127]. Therefore, following

[127], we refit the distribution giving the data at bin k weight 1{aijrks. The fit of the

jth distribution to the ith layer’s data with these new weights was bijrks, our second

and final estimate.

We calculated the goodness of fit for each model using Pearson’s χ2 test, which

provides a quantitative p-value. First, we calculated the test statistic:

χ2
ij “

ÿ

k,bijrksě1

pbijrks ´M rksq
2

maxpbijrks, 1q
. (2.26)

We then calculated a p-value from the χ2
ij value:

pij “

ż χ2
ij

x“0

χ2
px,Nbins ´ dj ´ 1qdx, (2.27)
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where χ2px, νq is the PDF of the χ2 distribution with ν degrees of freedom (DOF)

at value x, Nbins is the number of bins where bijrks ě 1 and the gray-scale ranges of

all B-scans overlap, and dj is the number of parameters in the jth distribution.

The Rice-special K compound distribution cannot be evaluated analytically and

thus we numerically calculated the PDF at every point in a 200 x 200 x 200 grid in

parameter space, for parameters α, µ, and σR. For every Rice-special K PDF/layer

combination, we then calculated a χ2 test statistic as above. For each layer, we

examined the 100 PDFs with the lowest χ2s and calculated the mean τ and range

ρ of the corresponding parameters. We then performed a refined search for each

layer on a 100 x 100 x 100 point grid, where each parameter spanned the range

τ˘maxpρ, τˆ0.02q{2. Again, we calculated the χ2 test statistics. We considered the

distribution with minimum χ2 to be the best Rice-special K compound distribution

for a given layer.

To determine the best distribution to use for each layer, we calculated the Aikake

Information Criterion (AIC) value for each distribution/layer combination. The AIC

value is given by

AIC “ 2 ˚ d´ 2 ˚ L, (2.28)

where L is the log-likelihood value of the data given the distribution and d is the

number of parameters of the distribution [128]. In this case, we approximated each

the counts in each bin as an independent Poisson process and calculated the log-

likelihood L of the model f rks on the data M rks as:

LpM rks|f rksq “
ÿ

k

log

ˆ

f rksM rks expp´f rksq

M rks!

˙

. (2.29)

For each layer, we chose the model with the lowest AIC value. This is the most

parsimonious model, i.e. the model that describes the data best without overfit-

ting [128]. We then used the chosen intensity distribution p̂ipIq to calculate an
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expected value,

Ii “

ż 8

I“´8

I p̂ipIq dI, (2.30)

and a ZEV noise distribution,

qipwq “ p̂ipw ` Iiq. (2.31)

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Empirical Model

We used the AIC model selection process as discussed in Section 2.3.5 to attain

the most parsimonious distribution representing each retinal layer intensity. The

AIC values are shown in Table 2.1. The summary of resulting AIC-chosen intensity

distributions and parameters for each layer are shown in Table 2.2. Among the nine

models considered for representing retinal layers, three K-family models were found

to be most suitable for our data: the full K mixture model for the vitreous, GCL-

IPL, INL, OPL, ONL-IS, and OS; the special case K mixture model for the NFL,

Table 2.1: AIC values of each distribution/layer combination. A smaller AIC value
indicates a more parsimonious model.

Layer NE NEM SK SKM. K KM TG LN R-K

Equation Reference 12 17 13 18 14 19 20 21 16

Vitreous 2152 1669 1807 1579 1798 1578 68423 5148 1875
NFL 16315 2061 1856 1844 1858 1848 45295 28505 11420
GCL-IPL 31621 3230 3900 1972 3484 1964 91303 39925 9109
INL 5894 1805 2246 1634 2148 1634 43465 9808 2966
OPL 4164 1662 1663 1532 1625 1531 17457 5857 1885
ONL-IS 21416 2726 4871 1908 4405 1889 82173 43559 9470
OS 62798 2749 3790 1692 3429 1685 7149 24294 5508
RPE 1801 1453 1453 1458 1452 1459 9164 3980 1675
Choroid 5898 1679 1683 1603 1653 1607 18631 8322 3338
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Table 2.2: Per-layer distributions and parameters for the empirical model. Each
distribution was chosen by an AIC selection process. The high χ2 p-values indicate
that the fits should not be rejected.

Layer Dist. Name B µ1 µ2 α1 α2 m1 m2 χ2 p-Value

Vitreous SKM. 1.00 96.6 509.9 50 31.66 – – 1.00
NFL SKM. 0.87 5974.7 4004.1 3.15 50.00 – – 0.68
GCL-IPL KM. 0.06 1676.5 677.32 1.83 8.38 1.83 1.00 0.62
INL SKM. 0.93 300.0 564.85 22.25 2.79 – – 0.98
OPL KM 0.13 809.1 615.85 1.32 9.36 1.33 1.03 0.67
ONL-IS KM. 0.88 193.9 228.85 14.08 1.04 1.09 1.04 0.81
OS KM. 0.66 9887.9 3328.1 1.06 1.92 1.07 1.78 0.61
RPE K – 11747 – 6.78 – 1.01 – 0.77
Choroid SKM. 0.70 1613.8 2854.7 9.61 5.80 – – 0.69

and Choroid; and the special case K model for RPE. Each of the chosen models has

a χ2 p-value of at least 0.34, indicating that these models should not be rejected

on the basis of goodness of fit. The intensity distributions of each layer from our

experimental data are plotted along with the best theoretical models in Figure 2.5.

For each layer based on the corresponding best model, we calculated the average

intensity Ii and ZEV noise distributions qipnq shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.5: Experimental PDFs (black dots) compared to the proposed best the-
oretical model PDFs (red line) for each layer. The data for the experimental PDFs
comes from intensity-normalized data.
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Figure 2.6: Expected value (left) and ZEV additive noise PDFs (right) derived
from the chosen intensity distributions for each of the nine retinal layers.

2.4.2 CRLBs for Layer Boundary Locations

Following the methodology of Section 2.2, we calculated unbiased and biased CRLBs

for each of the eight retinal boundary positions. The unbiased
?

CRLB estimator for

the boundary location in a single A-scan is shown by the hatched bars of Figure 2.7.

We compared the unbiased
?

CRLBs to the optical axial resolution of the Biopti-

gen OCT system, defined as the standard deviation of the axial PSF. We also tested

the performance of a state-of-the-art deep learning based OCT layer segmentation

algorithm [28] and the publicly available OCTExplorer software (downloaded at:

https://www.iibi.uiowa.edu/content/iowa-reference-algorithms-human-and-

murine-oct-retinal-layer-analysis-and-display) [129–131], on this dataset

and compared their results with the manually corrected segmentations. The layer-

specific RMS error values for the Deep Learning and OCTExplorer, respectively,

are as follows: Vitreous/NFL: 2.41 µm and 3.39 µm; NFL/GCL-IPL: 7.16 µm and

6.47 µm; GCL-IPL/INL: 5.21 µm and 5.38 µm; INL/OPL: 5.05 µm and 5.29 µm;
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Figure 2.7: CRLBs for the locations of layer boundaries in the unbiased single A-
scan case (hatched) and laterally averaged biased single B-scan case (solid). For the
sake of comparison, the dashed horizontal line indicates the accuracy of automatic
retinal layer segmentation algorithms for normal subjects. The optical resolution of
the OCT system is indicated by the dotted line.

OPL/ONL-IS: 4.36 µm and 7.86 µm; ONL-IS/OS: 2.46 µm and 2.93 µm; OS/RPE:

3.23 µm and 4.92 µm; RPE/Choroid: 4.96 µm and 4.45 µm.

The biased
?

CRLB minimum covariance matrix for the 8 boundary positions

at 800 A-scan positions in each B-scan is shown in Figure 2.8, and the position-

dependent
?

CRLBs are shown in Figure 2.9. For the sake of comparison, we also

show the biased
?

CRLBs averaged across the 800 A-scans in each B-scan as the

solid bars Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.8: Position-dependent lower bounds on the covariance of each layer’s
location. The axes are arranged so that the first 800 pixels correspond to the Vit-
reous/NFL boundary at positions 1–800, the second 800 pixels correspond to the
NFL/GCL-IPL boundary at positions 1–800, and so on.

2.5 Discussion

The empirical K distribution family based models of the intensity in each layer of

the retina derived in this work are logical extensions to existing knowledge about

the structure of the eye and the nature of speckle and detection noise. Note that

the the special K distribution used was previously suggested for modeling OCT

intensity [118]. However, we showed that the special K distribution used by [118]

is only the best model for one out of the nine layers studied in this work. The

other layers all conformed better to two other K distribution mixtures, indicating
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Figure 2.9: Position-dependent
?

CRLBs for a biased estimator of each layer
boundary’s location at each A-scan of a B-scan.

that the complex nature of retinal tissue cannot be fully described with a single

distribution. Additionally, six of the layers conformed best to the non-special K

distribution mixture, which has two more parameters than the special K distribution

mixture. This may indicate additional complexity in the layer structure or inter-

subject variance.

Although R2 is popular for evaluating goodness of fit [117, 118], it is not quantita-

tively meaningful for nonlinear models such as these [132]. Therefore, we used the χ2

goodness of fit metric and its corresponding p-value, which gives a true quantitative

metric for goodness of fit.

The results of the unbiased CRLB are intuitive
?

CRLBs. The bounds are on

the order of microns; the higher-contrast layers (for example, Vitreous/NFL) have

bounds lower than the resolution of the system (as defined by the FWHM of the PSF),

and the lower-contrast layers have bounds of less than two times the resolution.

The biased
?

CRLBs follow the same trend but were markedly smaller. The
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smallest averaged biased bound, at 0.06 µm, was far below subcellular resolution.

The largest biased averaged bound, at 0.14 µm, was still quite small and over an

order of magnitude below the resolution of the system. This can be attributed to

the smoothness of the retinal surfaces; the retina’s shape is so highly correlated that

many A-scans effectively act as independent measurements for adjacent A-scans. The

averaged biased bounds are also more than order of magnitude smaller than the the

accuracy of the published segmentation techniques as per Section 2.4.2. This indi-

cates that there is potential to improve the performance of retinal layer segmentation

algorithms.

An exciting novel development in retinal layer segmentation is the utilization of

deep learning based algorithms [27, 28]. While it is hard to model the prior learned

in these black-box algorithms, smoothness discussed in this paper is expected to be

their major component. Note that no deep learning paper to date has provided a

significantly more accurate segmentation of normal tissue than classic segmentation

techniques. The utility of deep learning methods has been mainly on improving the

performance of diseased eyes in segmenting hard to segment features, at an accuracy

similar to normal tissue. Of course, the method for CRLB estimation presented in

this paper is general and the prior utilized in this work can be easily replaced by

alternate priors, including those learned via deep learning. Future studies on this

topic are warranted to better characterize the limits on segmentation accuracy of

deep learning techniques.

The position-dependent biased bounds are space variant. The bounds are larger

at the edges of the image due to two sources. First, OCT images are blurrier at the

edges, leading to increased variance in manual segmentation [133]. Second, fewer A-

scans surround each individual A-scan in the image boundaries and thus negatively

affecting the utility of smoothness prior.

We constructed the covariance data for our biased CRLBs from the manual seg-
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mentation of expert graders. Although manual segmentation is the gold standard,

it is not perfect due to the noise and limited resolution of OCT images. The results

of the biased CRLB must therefore be regarded as the lower bound of algorith-

mic segmentation against this particular set of human graders, not against the true

anatomical structure of the retina. Indeed, it is practically impossible to discuss

the theoretical bounds on all different OCT machines, retinal diseases, or alternative

manual segmentation results in one paper. However, since the proposed methodology

is general, one can attain bounds for different imaging scenarios by simply replacing

the test dataset.

Noting that in diseased eyes layer boundary delineation is often less clear than

the normal tissue, we expect that the lower bounds derived here for normal tissue

to be valid for some (but not all) diseased tissues. To achieve tighter (and less

optimistic) bounds, we are also pursuing the modeling and segmentation bounds of

non-healthy retinas. This requires new datasets and segmentations, but with those

segmentations completed, diseased tissue of the retina can be effectively modeled

with the approach outlined in this manuscript. To ease adaptation of the proposed

method to diseased eyes, we have released the source code of our paper so that

the readers can incorporate our findings with alternative datasets. We have made

the open-source code for our paper freely available online at http://people.duke.

edu/~sf59/Dubose_TMI_2018.htm to allow other researchers to test and modify the

algorithm for their specific applications and dataset.

In conclusion, we present retina layer-specific statistical intensity models of the

OCT images and biased and unbiased CRLBs for segmentation of those layers. The

intensity in the OCT images was best modeled by the K distribution family. For

our dataset, the unbiased
?

CRLBs were on the order of microns, and the biased
?

CRLBs were on the order of hundreds of microns. These results suggest that there

may be room to improve the accuracy of OCT segmentation techniques. In our
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future work, we will extend our work to include diseased retina, other OCT imaging

systems and 3-D segmentation algorithms.
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3

Aim 2: Compact, Handheld Retinal
Imaging

While imaging at the physical limits of resolution is an important tool to have, there

are many drawbacks to a conventional AOSLO. It is very expensive, has a small field

of view, and requires a full optical table. The small field of view also means that

it is difficult to identify regions of interest in the eye, so imaging sessions with the

AOSLO take too long to be a regular part of clinical practice. Additionally, there is

a great deal of pathology that can be seen without the AO level of resolution.

Therefore, there is a need for small, light, portable designs with a high field of

view. This role has primarily been occupied by handheld instruments. Handheld

instruments are especially important as they allow clinicians to image patients who

cannot be put in a standard chin rest.

3.1 Experiment 3: Compact Converging-at-Scanner Telescope

Existing handheld OCT and SLO imagers, such as those developed by Bioptigen,

Inc. and Larocca et al. [53] are optimized to be small and light. This is done by
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minaturizing optics and mechanics, using exactly as much material is needed to create

these devices. However, these devices almost exclusively use 4f afocal telescopes to

relay the light from the scanners to the eye and other optical components. In a 4f

telescope, consisting of two lens groups with focal lengths f1 and f2, the scanner

is placed f1 from the principal plane of the first lens group, the lens groups are

separated by f1 ` f2, and the eye or other optical component is placed f2 from the

second lens group. Additionally, the light incident on the scanner is collimated, and

is collimated upon exiting the telescope.

By using a converging beam at the scanner, as shown in 3.1, we can reduce the

length of the telescope by up to 50%. The beam enters the telescope converging

at a distance r from the scanner and traverses two lenses, L1 and L2, with focal

lengths f1 and f2, respectively. The layout is similar to a traditional 4f imaging

telescope, except the distance between the lenses d, is decreased by the factor f 2
1 {r

to compensate for the initial defocus. As r is increased to infinity, the input beam

becomes collimated and d becomes f1`f2 as in a conventional 4f telescope. Because

the chief rays of the scan all start at a lateral distance f1 from the principal plane

of L1, they travel parallel to the optic axis between the lenses, and thus converge at

a lateral distance f2 after the principal plane of L2. Additionally, the same lateral

and angular magnifications based on the focal length of the lenses apply as for a 4f

telescope (f2{f1 and f1{f2, respectively).

By approximating L1 and L2 as thin, paraxial lenses, the total length of the

telescope can be derived as

l “ f1 ` f2 ` d (3.1)

“ f1 ` f2 ` pf1 ` f2 ´ f
2
1 {rq. (3.2)

By normalizing this expression by the total length of a 4f telescope, 2f1 ` 2f2, we
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Figure 3.1: System diagram of the converging-at-scanner telescope.

get the following general expression for the fractional length of the telescope L:

L “ 1´
1

2Rp1`Mq
, (3.3)

where R “ r{f1 (normalized convergence distance) and M “ f2{f1 (lateral magnifi-

cation of the telescope).

A plot of the fractional reduction in telescope length is shown in Figure 3.2,

demonstrating that up to a 50% reduction in telescope length is possible, at which

point there is no spacing between the telescope lenses pd “ 0q.

Although the space savings are desirable, this design is not without its drawbacks.

Scanning a focused beam immediately introduces field curvature into the design of

the telescope. This will limit the field of view of the telescope if L1 and L2 are

single, thin lenses, due to the limited depth of focus of the beam. The effects of this

curvature on the maximum half-angle field of view θmax are shown in Figure 3.3.

The use of a field flattening lens as part of the design reduces the field curvature

and therefore extends the possible field of view of a converging-at-scanner design.
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Figure 3.2: Plot of fractional length reduction as a function of normalized con-
vergence distance R and telescope magnification M in the converging-at-scanner
telescope.

This is theoretically possible with off-the-shelf optics but may require the use of one

or more custom optical components, increasing the cost of the device.

This design enabled Larocca et al. [55] to design an ultracompact switchable

SLO/OCT probe. The probe weighs only 96 g and sits easily in the palm of an

adult operator. In conclusion, the converging at scanner design enables the creation

of handheld probes that are lighter and more compact than traditional 4f designs.

These probes will enable new understanding of the early development of the human

eye and diseases in neonates.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of maximum in-focus scan angle θmax as a function of absolute
convergence distance r for a variety of input beam sizes.

3.2 Experiment 4: Handheld Adaptive Optics Scanning Laser Oph-
thalmoscope (HAOSLO)

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of the first handheld

adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (HAOSLO). To overcome the weight

and size restrictions in integrating AOSLO into handheld form, we used recent ad-

vancements in the miniaturization of DM technology and 2D microelectromechanical

systems (MEMS) scanning together with a novel, fast WS-AO algorithm and a cus-

tom optical and mechanical design. The low weight and small form factor rendered

the AOSLO probe suitable for handheld operation, and the fast WS-AO algorithm

made HAOSLO well suited for clinical use. We exhibit the utility of this new tool
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by imaging supine adult patients in the laboratory and young children in a clinical

setting. Our probe design and computational algorithms, directly or with minor

alteration, are expected to be useful for a variety of applications in ophthalmic imag-

ing of adults, infants, and animal models. Thus, we have made our optical and

mechanical designs and computational algorithms open source.

3.2.1 Methods

The HAOSLO probe was designed to meet the following performance specifications:

1) provide AO-corrected SLO images of the retina, 2) span a ě 1˝ field-of-view (FOV)

with diffraction-limited resolution at an entrance pupil size achievable by a majority

of the infant and adult population under pharmacological dilation, 3) operate at a

minimum of 6 frames per second (fps) at a Nyquist sampling rate or higher, 4) have

a working distance of approximately 15 mm from the eye, and 5) weigh less than 200

grams with a minimal device form factor. The following subsections describe how

we addressed these goals through the optical and mechanical design of the HAOSLO

engine and the handheld probe.

System Design

The HAOSLO light source was a superluminescent diode (SLD) operating at 774 ˘

5 nm (Inphenix, Livermore, CA). A variable optical attenuator (VOA780PM-APC,

Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) was used to control the system output power. Polarization-

maintaining single mode fiber (PM630-HP, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) was used to de-

liver the illumination to the probe, and multimode fiber (M14L02. Thorlabs, Newton,

NJ) was used to collect backscattered light from the sample. Polarization optics were

used to separate optical pathways for illumination and collection. The detector for

the SLO was an avalanche photodiode (APD) (C12703, Hamamatsu, Shizuoka-ken,

Japan) with adjustable gain set to 30ˆ and digitized at 5 MS/s using the NI PCI
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6115 card (12-bit) (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The SLO signal was low-pass

filtered with a cutoff frequency of 2.5 MHz (half the sampling frequency) to avoid

aliasing artifacts in the SLO image. The hardware components were controlled using

LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX) software.

Optical Design

The system schematic and optical design of the HAOSLO probe are shown in 3.4.

The optics were optimized in Zemax optical design software (Radiant ZEMAX, Red-

mond, WA) using an eye model with a gradient index lens [134]. The eye model

was modified as described in [54] with glass types adjusted to match human ocu-

lar dispersion [135]. A gimbal-less two-axis scanning MEMS micromirror (13L2.3,

Mirrorcle Technologies, Richmond, CA) with a 4.2 mm diameter mirror was used

to control the position of the beam on the subject’s eye. The vertical or fast axis

operated at 1.7 kHz, and the forward sweep of the scanner was utilized for imaging.

During the backward sweep of the scanner, the laser was turned off to minimize light

exposure. The horizontal or slow scanner of the SLO operated at a rate of 6.8 Hz

to record frames at 6.8 fps. Each image of the SLO consisted of 250 ˆ 1464 pixels.

A compact DM (DM69, ALPAO, Rue Lavoisier, France) with 69 actuators, a 10.5

mm pupil diameter, a 1.5 mm pitch, and a settling time of 800 µs was used as the

adaptive element to correct for wavefront distortions.

We designed custom optical elements to minimize the size of the probe. During

the optical design process the SLD source was found to be sufficiently broadband to

warrant utilization of achromatic lenses. In total, we designed nine custom achro-

matic lenses with a consideration for manufacturability by using test plates and

common Ohara (Ohara Corp., Branchburg, NJ) glasses available at Optimax (Opti-

max Systems Inc., Ontario, NY). We performed a tolerance stack analysis to ensure

that the optical design was sufficiently resilient to meet the specifications given the
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Figure 3.4: HAOSLO probe system schematic and optical design: red and blue
rays depict the illumination and collection paths, respectively. APD: avalanche pho-
todiode, DM: deformable mirror, FM: fold mirror, L1-10: lenses, LP: linear po-
larizer, MMF: multimode fiber, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, PM: polarization-
maintaining, QWP: quarter wave plate, SLD: superluminescent diode, SMF: single
mode fiber, and VOA: variable optical attenuator.

tolerances of our optomechanics (see section 2.C). Prescription data for all custom

lenses in the system is shown in 3.1.

The light from the illumination fiber input was collimated with lens L1, producing

a Gaussian beam with a 1/e2 diameter of 3.84 mm. Mechanical constraints of the

MEMS scanner limited the beam size at the scanner to 3.3 mm. To improve the

resolution of the system given this limited aperture, a 3.3 mm iris was used to

truncate the Gaussian beam prior to the MEMS scanner such that the transmittance

of the iris was 0.77. Simulations in MATLAB indicated that this truncation factor

enabled a resolution improvement of ˜15% relative to the use of a narrower Gaussian

beam with 99% iris transmittance.

The selection of the entrance beam diameter at the eye was driven by two con-
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flicting motives. A larger entrance beam diameter corresponds to an improvement

in resolution but comes at the cost of reduced throughput for patients with smaller

dilated pupils such as young children and the elderly. To balance this tradeoff, we

performed a meta-analysis of pharmacologically dilated pupil diameter in patients

ranging in age from 2 days to 70 years using references [136–141] to determine the

optimum entrance beam diameter. We selected a 6.11 mm entrance beam diameter,

corresponding to a transmittance of >0.87 in 95% of the newborn population and a

transmittance near unity in >90% of the age 50+ population.

Polarization gating was used to mitigate the effect of back-reflections at the lens

surfaces and to maximize collection efficiency. The collimated laser output traverses a

linear polarizer followed by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Before entering the eye,

the light traverses a quarter wave plate (QWP) oriented at 45˝ with respect to the

input linear polarization state so that the eye is illuminated with circularly polarized

light. The backscattered light from the retina traverses the QWP again, resulting

in a linear polarization state that is perpendicular to the initial linear polarization

state (neglecting birefringence and depolarization of the eye). The backscattered

light is then reflected by the PBS and coupled into a multimode collection fiber by a

Table 3.1: Diameter and effective focal length (EFL) of all custom lenses in the
HAOSLO probe.

Lens Diameter (mm) EFL (mm)

L1 10.00 20.0
L2 6.35 11.0
L3 6.35 46.1
L4 12.70 40.8
L5 12.70 41.2
L6 12.00 95.2
L7 12.00 30.0
L8 10.00 -56.2
L9 10.00 16.4
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commercial lens (45-786, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ). The effective focal length

of the collection lens (20 mm) and multimode fiber core diameter (25 µm) produced

an effective pinhole size that was 2.18 times the Airy disk diameter.

The optical design performance of the HAOSLO system is shown in 3.5. The

system has a working distance of 15.0 mm (corneal apex to QWP surface). Our

optical design achieved diffraction-limited performance over a square FOV of 1.6˝ ˆ

1.6˝, giving a predicted full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) spot size diameter of

2.3 µm in the adult eye.

Figure 3.5: Spot diagrams for the HAOSLO probe on the retina spanning a 1.6
1.6˝ FOV. HAOSLO is diffraction-limited at 2.3 µm (spot FWHM). Spot diagrams
are color coded by wavelength across the source bandwidth. Airy disks are shown
by black circles. Scale bar, 2 µm.

Mechanical Design

The optical design for the probe was used to specify component locations in the

mechanical design. The mechanical design for the system was developed in Solid-

works (Dassault Systèmes, Solidworks Corp., Waltham, MA) and is shown with and

without the outer casing in 3.6. Custom lens tubes and spacers were designed and
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fabricated to accommodate the closely spaced optics of the system and to main-

tain a small footprint. The internal skeleton and other structural components were

made of aluminum to simplify fabrication and to maintain a low weight. The use

of undersized dowel pins along with a tightly toleranced skeleton provided accurate

component positioning, while the use of tangential and toroidal interfaces at lens

surfaces minimized stress-induced aberration of the optical wavefront.

We performed a mechanical tolerance stack analysis to ensure that the optical

design constraints were satisfied given the specified fabrication tolerances. The enclo-

sure was 3D printed (Objet350 Connex, Stratasys, Edina, MN) from a rigid opaque

photopolymer (VeroWhitePlus RGD835, Stratasys, Edina, MN) and consisted of two

halves that were joined during assembly and fastened by plastic flat head screws and

corresponding tapped holes. The enclosure was mated to the skeleton of the probe

with two socket head cap screws. Tightly fit shoulders on the inside of the enclosure

prevented movement of the enclosure with respect to the skeleton. 3.6(c) shows a

photograph of the fabricated probe and enclosure in handheld operation. The hand-

held probe, without the DM cables, weighed 199 g and was 10.3 cm long ˆ 5.3 cm

wide ˆ 14.4 cm tall.

Wavefront Sensorless Control

In practical use, a handheld probe has the potential for substantial motion rela-

tive to the subject’s pupil. This motion changes which part of the eye’s optics

the probe’s light passes through, necessitating a change in DM shape to maintain

diffraction-limited performance. While wavefront sensor-based AO control can result

in high-speed correction[37], a sensorless approach was utilized to minimize weight

and optomechanical complexity and thus facilitate handheld operation. Existing

WS-AO algorithms assume a static optimal DM shape [78, 82] and thus are un-

suitable for handheld probes. Therefore, we developed a novel stochastic Zernike
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Figure 3.6: (a-b) Renderings of the handheld probes optomechanical design. Di-
mensions: 10.3 5.3 14.4 cm. (a) Left cross-section of the probes internal skeleton.
(b) Isometric view of the probes internal skeleton. (c) Photograph of the fabricated
probe in hand.

gradient descent (SZGD) algorithm based on the stochastic parallel gradient descent

(SPGD) method [142]. In SZGD, the DM is primarily perturbed with a randomly

selected low-order Zernike mode and only occasionally with a random shape as in

reference [78], while maximizing the average intensity of the collected image. A flow

chart of the algorithm is shown in 3.7. The relative frequencies with which each

mode was chosen are shown in 3.2. The novelty of this algorithm comes from

Table 3.2: Modal perturbation frequencies (MPFs) of the SZGD algorithm for 4.8
mm and 6.0 mm input beam sizes in percent.

Mode MPF, 4.8 mm (%) MPF, 6.0 mm (%)

Defocus 50 20
Vertical Astigmatism 10 15
Oblique Astigmatism 10 15
Horizontal Coma 5 5
Vertical Coma 5 5
Vertical Trefoil 5 5
Oblique Trefoil 5 5
Primary Spherical 0 20
Random Shape 10 10
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stochastically iterating over Zernike modes, rather than using a näıve basis [78] or

a deterministic iteration [82]. Because the aberrations of the eye are concentrated

in the low-order Zernike modes [79], a modal perturbation should correct more of

the residual wavefront error than a random perturbation. The stochastic nature of

the algorithm allows for dynamic correction, which is necessary to correct for hand

motion.

Additionally, we subsampled our FOV by a factor of 5 to improve the iteration

speed of the algorithm, which increased the algorithm’s iteration rate from 3.4 Hz to

17 Hz. The algorithm’s iteration rate is half the frame rate of the imaging system

because two images need to be acquired for each iteration of the algorithm. The

optimization procedure was manually terminated after no observable improvement

of the image metric occurred for 20 seconds while imaging adults and 5 seconds while

imaging children. Finally, the intensity was optimized over a user-selectable region.

For clinical imaging, we selected the central 1˝ ˆ 1˝ region of the field of view as a

Figure 3.7: Flow diagram of the SZGD algorithm. First, images are 5ˆ subsampled
to increase the algorithms iteration speed. Next, the perturbing shape δ is determined
by randomly selecting one of 8 Zernike modes or a uniformly random shape in the
actuator basis. All subsequent steps follow the SPGD technique laid out previously
in reference [142]. Prior to ending the optimization, the subsampling is removed and
the image acquisition speed is restored to its pre-optimization state.
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conservative estimation of the isoplanatic patch size [143].

Model Eye Imaging Experiment Setup

We evaluated the speed and correction quality of the SZGD algorithm in comparison

with an algorithm optimizing only defocus and the SPGD algorithm [78]. In both

tests, a model eye consisting of a 75 mm EFL achromatic lens and a diffuse imaging

target were first coupled to the system. The system was then allowed to converge

using the SPGD method with small perturbations (RMS actuator voltage, 1.2 mV)

for five minutes to correct for any inherent system aberrations. The small pertur-

bations enable highly accurate correction at the expense of slow convergence. When

assessing the SPGD algorithm, we used larger perturbations (RMS actuator voltage,

5.8 mV) to produce practical convergence times required in clinical imaging. The

DM state was saved and considered the base shape. Then, a 1 D spherical trial lens

and a 1 D cylindrical trial lens were placed in the model eye path.

For the evaluation of algorithm speed, we measured the mean intensity of the

image while each algorithm converged. After convergence, the system was reset to

the base shape to test a different algorithm with the same initial condition. For the

evaluation of algorithm correction quality, we allowed each algorithm to converge on

the diffuse target for five minutes before replacing the diffuse target with a reflective

USAF 1951 test chart. The test chart’s angle was adjusted to produce maximum

intensity, then 14-35 high resolution frames of the test chart were recorded with 3x

oversampling. The diffuse target was then replaced, the DM was reset to the base

shape, and the test was repeated for the next algorithm.

3.2.2 Human Imaging Experiment Setup and Implementation Details

The system was used to image the retina of seven healthy, undilated adult volun-

teers, five healthy, dilated adult volunteers, and two young children under anesthesia.
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Dilation was performed by administration of a solution of 0.5% tropicamide and 5%

phenylephrine in adults and a solution of 1% cyclopentolate and 2.5% phenylephrine

in children. The use of the experimental setup for in vivo measurements in humans

was approved by the Duke University Health System Institutional Review Board and

adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained

from each subject or guardian. Our protocols allotted up to an hour of imaging

on healthy adults and 15 minutes of imaging on young children during examination

under anesthesia.

Before each human imaging session, the linear polarizer was rotated to maximize

throughput in the illumination channel, and the quarter wave plate was rotated to

minimize the lens reflections. Then, the VOA was adjusted to keep the optical power

of the probe below the safety limits as measured by a calibrated power meter. The

optical power incident on the subject cornea was 0.54 mW or less, which is within

the most conservative limits of the ANSI Z136.1 standard for the 774 ˘ 5 nm source

used.

When imaging non-dilated subjects, we reduced the HAOSLO output pupil di-

ameter from 6.11 mm to 4.6 mm by replacing the 3.3 mm iris prior to the MEMS

scanner with a 2.5 mm iris. This was done to reliably obtain optimized images with-

out the confounding effects of pupil vignetting on the optimization procedure. The

smaller output pupil diameter worsened the theoretical diffraction-limited FWHM

resolution from 2.3 to 3.0 µm.

All subjects were imaged with the maximum FOV from HAOSLO, which was

1.4˝ ˆ 4.0˝, at a frame rate of 6.8 Hz and image dimensions of 250 ˆ 1464 pixels.

Although this entire field of view is not expected to have diffraction limited perfor-

mance, the suboptimally aberration-corrected regions were still useful for registra-

tion and landmark identification. Additionally, the ability to only use a subregion

of the image for WS-AO optimization (see Section 2.D) mitigates possible delete-
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rious effects of anisoplanaticism on the WS-AO algorithm’s performance. Due to

a combination of MEMS scanner deformation, intrinsic aberrations of the system,

and anisoplanaticism of the eye [143–146], the central region of the FOV up to 1.4˝

ˆ 1.4˝ was expected to be best corrected for aberrations. Thus, all zoomed insets

visualizing photoreceptors were acquired from this region. All images were dewarped

by the method described in reference [55]. HAOSLO images were motion-corrected

using StackReg plugin of the ImageJ image processing program (National Institutes

of Health, Bethesda, MD) [147].

Reproducible Research

We have made the Zemax optical design, Solidworks mechanical design, and LabView

software, controlling the hardware, which includes our novel SZGD algorithm, open

source and freely available online at http://people.duke.edu/~sf59/HAOSLO.htm.

3.2.3 Results

Model Eye Imaging

We measured the convergence time of three WS-AO algorithms as described in Sec-

tion 2. The recorded time courses of mean intensity for each algorithm are shown

in 3.8(a). The convergence times and final mean intensities, given in arbitrary units

(AU), were: 3.6 s and 5.31 AU, 120.6 s and 7.7 AU, and 20.6 s and 7.7 AU for defocus

only, SPGD, and SZGD, respectively.

We then tested the overall aberration correction ability of the three algorithms as

described in Section 2.E. An image of the USAF 1951 test chart without aberration is

shown in 3.8(b). Images after aberration and WS-AO correction are shown in 3.8(c-

e). Detailed views of Group 5 Elements 2-6 are shown in 3.8(f-i). We quantified image

quality by first numerically differentiating the horizontal and vertical averaged edge

profiles s of the Group 3 square indicated by the red and blue boxes in 3.8(j-m).
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Figure 3.8: Quantitative comparison of WS-AO algorithms speed and correction
quality on a model eye. (a) Time course of WS-AO optimization. Mean intensity
across the central 1.4˝ 1.4˝ FOV is shown as a function of iteration number when
optimizing in three different optimization modes. (b) Results from imaging a USAF
1951 test target in a model eye with the HAOSLO probe. (c-e) Images obtained after
inserting trial lenses and optimizing for five minutes using defocus only correction,
SPGD, and SZGD, respectively. (f-i) Insets from (b-e) on Group 5 Elements 2-6.
(j-m) Insets from (b-e) on the Group 3 Square with sections of the horizontal and
vertical edges indicated. (n-q) and (r-u) Plots of edge-derived PSFs with Gaussian fit
and calculated FWHMs indicated for horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Error bars indicate standard deviation in intensity across the edge.
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Each differentiated averaged profile of the horizontal or vertical edge, respectively,

represents a measurement of the corresponding point spread function (PSF). The

PSFs were averaged and fit to a Gaussian function. The averaged PSFs and fits,

along with calculated FWHMs, are shown in 3.8(n-u).

3.2.4 Human Imaging

In our first set of human experiments, we used the HAOSLO probe in handheld

mode to image seven healthy, non-dilated adults positioned semi-reclined on a tilted

chair. Results from three of these subjects are shown in 3.9. The retinal image

mosaics shown in 3.9 (a-c) were created by merging three cropped (1.2˝ ˆ 3.4˝

HAOSLO frames obtained in a location superior to the fovea, which is indicated at

the location of the asterisk. Subject S1 was a 24-year-old male emmetrope, subject S2

was a 29-year-old male emmetrope, and subject S3 was a 27-year-old male with -4.0 D

spherical and 0.25 D cylinder refractive error. Zoomed insets from approximately 2.0˝

eccentricity from the fovea are shown in 3.9 (d-f). We also calculated the radial power

spectra of two 0.25˝ FOV regions of the mosaic from each subject and compared the

spectra to the cone spacing predicted from histological data for the corresponding

eccentricities in reference [148].

Additionally, we imaged five pharmacologically dilated, supine adults to establish

the practicality of using this probe to image a subject who cannot sit upright. An

image from S2 after pharmacological dilation and while supine is shown in 3.10(a).

Finally, we imaged two pharmacologically dilated young children (ages 22 and 31

mos.) under anesthesia. In 3.10(b), we show a single frame from the fellow eye of SI1

dilated to a 7 mm pupil, a 31-month-old emmetropic male patient with unilateral

persistent fetal vasculature syndrome that included congenital cataract, aphakia,

and tractional/rhegmatogenous retinal detachment. In 3.10(c), we show an image

taken from the fellow eye of SI2 dilated to a 7 mm pupil, a 22-month-old male with
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Figure 3.9: HAOSLO images acquired in handheld operation on three adult volun-
teers after natural dark adaptation using SZGD correction. (a) Retinal mosaic from
subject 1 centered at a location slightly superior to the fovea. Inset (red) is located
2˝ from the fovea. (b) Retinal mosaic from subject 2 centered at a location slightly
inferior to the fovea. Inset (green) is located 2.1˝ from the fovea. (c) Retinal mosaic
from subject 3 centered at a location slightly inferior to the fovea. Inset (blue) is
located 1.9˝ from the fovea. All insets have a 0.75˝ FOV. Scale bar, 0.25˝. (d-f) 0.75˝

FOV excerpts from the three subjects encoded by the bounding box color. (g-l) Ra-
dial power spectra of 0.25˝ FOV excerpts and comparison to the average histological
cone spacing predicted for the corresponding eccentricities in [148]. (g) S1 at 1.75˝.
(h) S1 at 2.1˝. (i) S2 at 1.8˝. (j) S2 at 2.5˝. (k) S3 at 1.4˝. (l) S3 at 1.7˝.

unilateral Coats’ disease. The image is a composite of 5 individual registered and

merged frames.
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Figure 3.10: HAOSLO images acquired in handheld operation on dilated, supine
subjects. Scale bars, 0.25˝. (a) Single cropped frame from subject S2 (emmetropic
adult) at 2.1˝ eccentricity. (b) Single cropped frame from fellow eye of SI1 (31-month-
old) during examination under anesthesia. (c) Cropped composite of 5 frames from
fellow eye of SI2 (22-month-old) during examination under anesthesia.

3.2.5 Discussion

The WS-AO speed comparisons, shown in 3.8(a), demonstrate that our novel SZGD

algorithm achieved the same correction quality as SPGD but in approximately 1/6th

of the time. As expected, the defocus only correction converged very quickly but had

a maximum mean intensity less than half that of the other two algorithms. This is

most likely due to the aberration caused by the 1 D astigmatic trials lens, which

the defocus only algorithm cannot correct. The SPGD [78] and SZGD algorithms

both reached the same maximum mean intensity, but SZGD converged 5.9 times

faster, which supports claims from prior studies on the superior convergence times

of model-based optimization strategies [63–65].

The WS-AO correction quality comparisons, shown in 3.8(b-u), also show that

SZGD provided nearly identical qualitative image correction to SPGD and corrects

more than just defocus. This is indicated qualitatively by the relatively low contrast

of Group 5 Elements 2-6 (3.8(f-i)) in the defocus only image as compared to the

SPGD- and SZGD-corrected images. Neither SPGD nor SZGD achieved the same

level of contrast as the unaberrated test chart, which is likely due to the fixed pertur-
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bation magnitude of the algorithms. The fixed perturbation magnitude was chosen

to provide the system with agility in the conditions of eye and hand motion; the

downside to this is an inability to perfectly converge on a local minimum. SZGD has

similar results to SPGD, except in SPGD the horizontal and vertical bars of Group

5 Element 6 had higher and lower contrast, respectively.

The qualitative results also demonstrate near-identical correction by SZGD and

SPGD. One caveat must be noted regarding the fits, namely that the PSFs were

not perfectly Gaussian. Some PSFs were broader at the base than expected and

the defocus horizontal PSF demonstrates ringing. These effects were likely due to

the interaction of uncorrected aberrations and the reflective test target and are only

observed with the application of trial lenses. Nevertheless, the FWHM of the Gaus-

sian fit serves as a useful comparison. Again, the defocus only correction was quite

poor, especially in the horizontal direction. The differences in the PSFs of the SPGD

and SZGD-corrected images were minimal despite the almost 6ˆ faster convergence

speed. Thus, SZGD based optimization is more practical for in vivo HAOSLO imag-

ing than SPGD.

The image mosaics from the healthy adults (3.9), including the zoomed inserts,

show that we are successful in imaging cone photoreceptor mosaics. The radial

power spectra show a clear peak in each spectrum at or near the values predicted

by histological measurements of cone spacing [148], as close as 1.4˝ eccentric to

the fovea. Without AO, the previous state-of-the-art handheld SLO was only able

to quantitatively measure cone density at 3.9˝ eccentricity in normal adults [55].

Thus, the HAOSLO has resulted in reliable imaging of the cones closest to the fovea

(apparently within or at the edge of the foveal avascular zone) ever imaged with a

handheld probe.

We also observed cones in each of the supine, dilated subjects. 3.10(a) clearly

shows the cone mosaic in subject S2 at 2.1˝ eccentricity, indicating that the probe
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is suitable for handheld operation on supine subjects. The images in 3.10(b-c) mark

the first use of adaptive optics to image the cone photoreceptors in young children.

Unfortunately, the combination of <2˝ FOV and limited (ď15 minutes) imaging time

in the OR hampered our ability to accurately state the eccentricity at which these

images were recorded. If the images were from adults, an inference could be made

from histological cone spacing data, but statistically validated age-matched cone

densities do not yet exist for young children. In a future design, we will integrate a

wide-field camera in our handheld probe to enable knowledge and targeting of the

imaging location.

Each of the several hardware and software innovations in this work, individually

or together, may be useful in a range of other applications. Our probe and com-

putational algorithms directly or with minor alterations are expected to be useful

in a variety of applications for optical engineers, vision scientists, and clinicians for

the study of ophthalmic disorders in adults and children, such as for the assessment

of progression of hereditary retinal diseases before and after interventions such as

gene therapy[149]. Although our intensity-based SZGD algorithm has worked well

in the eyes of young children and healthy young adults, it has not been quantitatively

evaluated in diseased eyes or the eyes of older subjects. In such eyes, scattering may

necessitate incorporation of other image metrics, such as sharpness or contrast, in

algorithm design [150, 151]. Additionally, we envision our probe and its design as

a starting point to which many modalities may be added, including split detector

AOSLO and fluorescence imaging. In addition to impact on research involving hu-

man subjects, this robust and portable HAOSLO system has the potential to be an

invaluable imaging tool for researchers using large animal models such as dogs for

the in vivo study of ophthalmic disorders such as retinal dystrophies [149] and other

inherited macular degenerations [152]. To this end, we have made our optical and

mechanical designs and computational algorithms open source.
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3.2.6 Conclusions

We have demonstrated the first AO retinal imaging probe with a weight and form

factor suitable for handheld operation. Our MEMS-based HAOSLO system weighing

less than 200 g enables cellular level imaging near the fovea of the human retina.

Optical aberrations were corrected without a wavefront sensor using our novel, fast

SZGD WS-AO algorithm. Adults were imaged with the probe in handheld operation

demonstrating robust imaging performance of photoreceptors near the fovea. Finally,

we demonstrated successful imaging of the cone photoreceptors in dilated supine

young children and adult subjects. To facilitate reproducibility of our research, we

have made the optical and mechanical designs, computational algorithms, and control

software for our HAOSLO system freely available online.
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4

Aim 3: Optical Reassignment Scanning
Light Ophthalmoscopy

4.1 Introduction

Super-resolution optical microscopy techniques have enabled the discovery and visu-

alization of numerous phenomena in physics, chemistry and biology [153–155]. How-

ever, the highest resolution super-resolution techniques, including those which won

the Nobel Prize in 2014, depend upon nonlinear fluorescence phenomena, and are

thus inaccessible to the bulk of industrial, biomedical and research microscopy appli-

cations which require reflective imaging [156, 157]. One promising super-resolution

technique is optical reassignment (OR) [87], which to date has only shown poten-

tial for fluorescence imaging at low speeds. Here, we present novel advances in OR

to adapt it for any scanning microscopy, including reflective imaging, and enable

an order of magnitude faster image acquisition than previous OR techniques. We

utilized these advances to implement optically reassigned scanning laser ophthal-

moscopy (ORSLO), the first in vivo super-resolution human retinal imaging device.

Using this instrument, we achieved the highest resolution imaging of living human
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retinal cone photoreceptor cells ever reported without adaptive optics [30].

One of the most accessible organs for studying neuronal behavior in vivo is

the eye, whose retina contains both sensory neurons (photoreceptors) and interneu-

rons. The primary techniques for imaging individual retinal neurons such as the rod

and cone photoreceptors and ganglion cells currently employ high-speed adaptive

optics (AO) reflective imaging [38, 39, 158]. Imaging of these cells in vivo with AO

scanning light ophthalmoscopy (SLO) has enabled a new understanding of retinal

properties such as color vision [40] and the progression of blinding diseases such

age-related macular degeneration and retinitis pigmentosa [159].

In this section, we describe conceptual advances enabling OR in any scanning

system and imaging an order of magnitude faster than previous OR implementations.

Using these advances, we constructed the first optically re-assigned scanning laser

ophthalmoscope (ORSLO), the first in vivo super-resolution human retinal imaging

device.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 System Design

In the ORSLO system, depicted in 4.1, light from a 770 nm superluminescent diode

(SLD) with a 15 nm bandwidth (InPhenix Inc., Livermore, CA) was directed through

a polarization-maintaining single mode fiber (PM780-HP, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ)

into the system. An off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP) (RC04APC, ThorLabs, Newton,

NJ) was then used to create a collimated Gaussian beam with a 2.8 mm 1{ exp 2

diameter. An iris aperture following a polarization beam splitter was used to truncate

the Gaussian beam to 1.4 mm in diameter, to create a beam that closely approximates

a flat-top profile. For the fast-axis scanner, we used an 8 kHz resonant scanner

(Cambridge Technologies, Cambridge, MA) that had a reflective coating on both

sides of the mirror substrate to enable both scanning and de-scanning of light from
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the sample on one side, and re-scanning of light onto a camera on the other side.

Light from the resonant scanner was imaged onto a galvanometer scanner (G1) by a

1:1 telescope (lenses L1 and L2).

Figure 4.1: ORSLO schematic. All optical components are labeled and described
in the legend. When flip mirrors are in the up position, lens L6A is used, as indicated
by the dotted red lines, producing M =1 and widefield equivalent (WFE) resolution
SLO. When flip mirror are in the down position, lens L6B is used, as indicated by
the solid red lines, producing M = 2 and super-resolved ORSLO.

The slow-axis galvanometer scanners used for scanning light on both the sample

and camera were identical scanner models (GSV002, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ), driven

with the same sample clock to ensure synchronization. The telescope between the

galvanometer scanners and the subject’s eye (lenses L3 and L4) had a transverse

magnification of 2 to generate an ocular pupil beam size of 2.8 mm. This pupil beam

size was chosen to maximize lateral resolution given typical human ocular aberra-

tions [160]. To minimize the contribution of lens reflection artifacts, polarization

gating was applied with the use of a linear polarizer, polarization beam splitter, and
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quarter wave plate. A pinhole with a 1.5 Airy disc diameter (200 µm) was used

to confocally reject out-of-focus backscattered light. This provided depth sectioning

without altering lateral resolution in order to fairly test the ORSLO setup.

To enable quantitative performance characterization, the system could be con-

figured either as a system with widefield equivalent (WFE) SLO resolution or as an

ORSLO with
?

2 lateral resolution improvement by flipping mirrors FM1 and FM2.

When the mirrors are flipped up, the light passes through lens L6A so that the colli-

mated beam size on the backside of a custom-coated double-sided resonant scanner is

the same (M = 1) as the beam size on the front of the scanner, producing WFESLO.

When the mirrors are flipped down, the light passes through lens L6B and the beam

size is increased by a factor of 2 (M = 2), producing ORSLO. This novel design is

in contrast to previous versions of OR which relied on galvanometric scanners [92]

due to their ease of synchronization. Resonant scanners can achieve higher speeds

than galvanometric scanners but it is difficult to synchronize two resonant scanners.

Thus, our double-sided resonant scanner design guarantees synchronization between

the sample scan and re-scan sub-systems while allowing for an order of magnitude

increase in imaging speed.

In order to better utilize the imaging area of our camera without affecting the

resolution of the ORSLO setup, we angularly magnified the scan range of the resonant

scanner by a factor of 2 using a telescope with a transverse magnification of 1
2

(using

lenses L7 and L8), and doubled the scan range of G2 relative to G1 to match the

optically magnified scan range from the resonant scanner. Finally, light was re-

scanned across a 50 mm camera lens (86-614, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) and

imaged onto a 2D CMOS camera (GS3-U3-32S4M, FLIR, Richmond, BC, Canada),

which had 2048 ˆ 1536 pixels and a global shutter that was synced to the frame rate

of the scan pattern on the sample (16 fps).
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4.2.2 Image Processing

Images from the ORSLO system were recorded as binary data files. The files were

read by custom scripts in MATLAB and a previously measured background image

(specific to the system configuration) was subtracted from each frame. The image

was then manually cropped to retain only the ORSLO field of view.

The resonant scanner used in the ORSLO system has a slower velocity at the top

and bottom edges of the scan. Thus, the systems dwell time at the edges is longer

and the irradiance at the edges is higher. To correct this, we adopted one of two

approaches (4.2). For imaging static targets such as the USAF 1951 Test Chart, we

divided the vertical dimension of the image by a sinusoidal weighting function based

on the theoretical sinusoidal scan profile, which is the best estimate of the spatially

varying intensity (4.2a-c). For imaging moving targets such as the eye, we were able

to calculate an empirical 2D reference by averaging all images in a sequence (typically

100-200 frames). The intensity in the vertical dimension of this image is proportional

to empirical pixel dwell time. This technique has the advantage of capturing the

sinusoidal variation in image intensity as well as any other residual differences in the

illumination of the sample assuming that the sample has sufficient motion to wash-

out retinal structures from the averaged image sequence prior to motion correction.

This technique is robust to any slight variation in camera position between different

imaging sessions and thus was preferred to a static correction via the USAF test

chart. We created separate reference images for WFESLO and ORSLO modes, then

divided each subsequent image by its corresponding reference image (4.2d-f).

Image mosaics were created by one of two methods. For foveal and parafoveal

imaging, images were manually overlapped and combined. For imaging at more

distant positions, the MosaicJ plugin for ImageJ[147] was used.
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Figure 4.2: Intensity correction. a, Single frame of test chart showing increased
intensity at vertical edges. b, Theoretical plot of integration time vs pixel number, in-
dicating the intensity correction factor to be applied. c, Frame in a with its intensity
corrected in the vertical direction by b and cropped to remove lines with saturated
pixels. d, Single WFESLO retinal image frame from subject 01. e, WFESLO ref-
erence frame from an average of 195 WFESLO images of the retina. f, Frame in d
cropped and intensity corrected by e.

4.2.3 Test Chart Imaging

To experimentally verify the resolution improvement of OR using this system, we

imaged a 1951 USAF test target, located in the intermediate focal plane between

lenses L3 and L4 in the schematic in 4.1.We quantified the system resolution in test

chart images by first extracting horizontal and vertical edges of the Group 4 square,

depicted by the red and blue boxes in Fig. 3. We then differentiated each image

across the edge and fit each row or column to a Gaussian. Using the fits, the rows or

columns were registered and averaged. The FWHM of a Gaussian fit to an averaged

row or column was used as the system resolution.
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4.2.4 Human Subjects Research

The use of our experimental set-up for in vivo imaging of adults was approved by the

Duke University Health System Institutional Review Board and adhered to the tenets

of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

Imaging sessions with this system lasted 15-30 minutes per subject. The optical

power incident on the subject cornea was 0.54 mW or less, which is within the most

conservative limits of the ANSI Z136.1 standard [161] for the 774 ˘ 5 nm source used.

In this study, four adult subjects without known retinal pathology were imaged. Data

collected from this research were stored and managed in compliance with guidelines

from the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

4.2.5 Cone density estimation

Radially-integrated spatial frequency power spectra were created from 0.25˝ FOV

subimages using custom MATLAB scripts. Each subimage was zero-padded, Fourier

transformed, and shifted so that the DC term was in the center of the image. The

magnitude of each pixel was calculated, then radially summed to produce a power

spectrum in terms of radial frequency (cycles per degree). The study performed

by Curcio et al. [148] measured the number of cones/mm2 in histological samples

of the retina taken by seven subjects of ages 27-44. For comparison to our power

spectra, we first determined the average histological cones/mm2 measurement at the

eccentricity where the spectrum was obtained. We then converted that density to

linear frequency by the method of Cooper et al. [162] for an eye with an anatomically

average axial length of 24 mm [41]. Our subjects were all emmetropes, indicating

that their eye lengths are close to average [41, 163].
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Test Chart Imaging

Imaging results for the test target are shown in Fig. 3. Resolutions were determined

in terms of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the resolution improvement

factor was determined to be 1.41 and 1.39 for the horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively, close to the expected resolution improvement of
?

2 or 1.41.

Figure 4.3: WFESLO vs ORSLO imaging of a 1951 USAF test target. a, WFESLO
image of test target. b, ORSLO image of same test target. Red and blue boxes
indicate the locations where the horizontal and vertical point spread functions were
calculated. c, Inset from a showing Group 5 Elements 1 and 2. d, Inset from a
showing Group 5 square and indicating locations of PSF measurement. e, Inset
from b showing Group 5 Elements 1 and 2. f, Inset from b showing group 5 square
and indicating locations of PSF measurement. g-j, The corresponding point spread
functions with resolutions indicated in terms of FWHM. Error bars indicate standard
deviation of PSFs across all rows/columns.

4.3.2 Human Imaging

Single frames acquired from three adult human subjects are shown in 4.4. 4.4a-c

shows three single WFESLO frames from three different subjects with a 0.7˝ ˆ 0.7˝

field of view (FOV) at 2.6˝, 1.5˝, and 1.0˝ eccentricities, respectively. 4.4d-f shows

ORSLO frames from the same location and 4.4g-i shows the ORSLO frames with
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histograms matched to the WFESLO frames for fair comparison. To quantify the

resolution improvement of OR, we excerpted 0.25˝ FOV images from each subject

(at 2.5˝, 1.4˝, and 0.5˝, respectively) and calculated the radial power spectra. The

2D spatial frequency spectrum from images of photoreceptors has been observed to

contain an annulus of peak intensity (“Yellott’s ring” [164]) whose radius corresponds

to the density of the photoreceptors [162]. 4.4j-l contains color-coded plots of the

radial spatial frequency spectrum for each of the imaging modes and eccentricities,

along with previously reported measurements of cone density in subjects of similar

ages obtained from histology (black vertical line)[148].

At 2.5˝, both the ORSLO and WFESLO spectra exhibit a peak near the histo-

logical data, with the ORSLO peak exhibiting higher contrast. At 1.5˝, a peak in

the ORSLO spectrum is well-defined near the histological measurement, whereas the

WFESLO data has a lower contrast peak. At 0.5˝, there is a peak in the ORSLO

spectrum near the histological measurement but no peak in the WFESLO spectrum,

indicating that the cones at this location were not fully resolved for the WFESLO

configuration but were for the ORSLO configuration.

4.5 shows large field of view image mosaics in WFESLO and ORSLO configu-

rations, each consisting of 43 single frames. 4.5a and 5b show 4.5˝ ˆ 4.5˝ mosaics

acquired in WFESLO and ORSLO configurations, respectively. The location of the

fovea is indicated by a white star. Enlarged excerpts with a 0.25˝ ˆ 0.25˝ FOV from

4.0˝, 2.4˝, and 0.9˝ eccentricity are shown in 4.5c-h. We again calculated the radial

power spectra of these excerpts and compared them to histological measurements of

cone density[148] as shown in 4.5i-k. A similar pattern is seen here as in 4.4.

We demonstrated robust and repeatable super-resolution in our system by creat-

ing additional mosaics from three subjects, shown in 4.6. The mosaics are composed

of between 2 and 15 frames, including eccentricities from 0˝ to 8˝. In each case, the

ORSLO image provides a clear resolution enhancement over the WFESLO image.
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Figure 4.4: Single-frame comparisons of WFE and ORSLO. Scale bars are 0.25˝.
a-c, WFESLO single frames from 2.6˝ eccentricity in subject 01, 1.5˝ eccentricity in
subject 02, and 1.0˝ eccentricity in subject 03, respectively. d-f, ORSLO single frames
at the same location as a-c. g-i, ORSLO frames from g-i histogram matched to the
single frames from WFESLO. j-l, Radial power spectra of 0.25˝ excerpts indicated
in a-i, compared to a histological estimate of cone density at the same eccentricity
(indicated by black vertical line and cones/mm2) [148]. Excerpts are at 2.5˝, 1.4˝,
and 0.5˝ eccentricity, respectively.

4.4 Discussion

Overall, ORSLO consistently resolved cones across all measured eccentricities and

well into the foveal avascular zone while WFESLO clearly resolved cones only in

the 4˝ eccentricity excerpt. The data shown here indicates a clear improvement

in imaging resolution using OR, implemented entirely with commercially available

optics. The visualization of the cone photoreceptor mosaic at 0.5˝ eccentricity is

a substantial improvement over techniques not utilizing hardware AO, which were
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Figure 4.5: WFESLO vs ORSLO retinal image mosaics. a, b, Retinal mosaics from
subject 04 comparing WFESLO imaging and ORSLO imaging, respectively. Scale
bars are 0.5˝. c-h, excerpts from three locations in a and b, at 3.6˝, 2.2˝, and 0.7˝,
respectively. i-k, Power spectra of the excerpts and comparisons to histology [148].
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Figure 4.6: Scale bars measure 0.5˝ and green stars indicate the fovea. a, 2.7˝

by 0.7˝ comparative mosaics composed of 8 individual frames showing the region
from 1.5˝ temporal to 4.2˝ temporal in subject 01. b, 2.8˝ by 0.7˝ comparative
mosaics composed of 7 individual frames showing the fovea and regions up to 4.5˝

temporal to the fovea in subject 02. c, 2.8˝ by 1.2˝ comparative mosaics composed
of 15 individual frames showing the fovea and regions up to 4.5˝ temporal to the
fovea in subject 03. d, 0.7˝ 1.2˝ mosaic of 2 WFESLO frames from subject 03 from
approximately 8˝ eccentric to the fovea. e, 0.7˝ 1.2˝ mosaic of 2 ORSLO frames at
the same location as d.
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not able to quantitatively verify cone imaging closer than 3.1˝ eccentricity [55, 165].

Additionally, these images were acquired and displayed in real time at 16 frames

per second (fps), in contrast to other resolution enhancement techniques such as

pixel-based reassignment [89], which require offline processing.

This technology could be widely implemented in reflective imaging, enhancing the

resolution and SNR of myriad imaging systems. When used in ophthalmic imaging

with or without AO enhancement, the enhanced resolution and SNR of OR may

permit robust photoreceptor imaging in subjects with diseases such as age-related

macular degeneration, allowing for earlier diagnosis and enhanced prognosis of retinal

disease [166, 167] and better understanding of neuronal behavior in vivo.

In conclusion, we have developed ORSLO, a high-speed optically super-resolved

device for imaging samples under constant motion, such as the living eye, at resolu-

tions beyond the Abbe diffraction limit. We have demonstrated a clear
?

2 lateral

resolution improvement by imaging a USAF 1951 test chart and shown both qualita-

tive and quantitative improvements when imaging the human retina. This additional

improvement in retinal imaging has allowed ORSLO to obtain images of the cone

photoreceptor mosaic closer to the fovea than any previous non-AO system. We

expect ORSLO to have a significant impact on the development of future retinal

imaging systems, enabling a new understanding of retinal structure and disease.

With further developments, our high-speed OR technique can be extended to other

imaging applications, including those already employing AO, to examine a broad

range of dynamic systems at unprecedented resolutions.
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5

Conclusion

In this dissertation we have shown and approached some limits of retinal imaging.

We calculated empirical, layer-specific noise distributions for retinal SD-OCT and

used those distributions to calculate the lower bounds on retinal layer segmentation

error. These lower bounds indicate that the field of retinal layer segmentation may

still greatly improve its performance. Next, we demonstrated the ability to minia-

turize optical imaging technology, making the smallest SLO and smallest AOSLO

probes of all time. These probes were used to image adults and children, obtain-

ing the first images of infant photoreceptors, the smallest photoreceptors observed

with a handheld probe, and the first AO-enhanced images of infant photoreceptors.

Finally, we demonstrated the ability to super-resolve SLO imaging through optical

reassignment. Our subsequent ORSLO device observed the smallest photoreceptors

ever imaged without AO. Below, I indicate the directions my work could be taken in

the future.
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5.1 Future Work

5.1.1 Quasi-confocal Coded Aperture (QUACA) AOSLO

Although confocal AOSLO is a well-established modality for imaging photoreceptors,

the retina has many other structures. Two structures of particular interest are retinal

vasculature and retinal nerve cells, especially ganglion cells.

Changes in retinal vasculature can arise from diseases including diabetes and

age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Current imaging technologies, including

angiographic OCT and fluorescein angiography, allow clinicians to image large struc-

ture of the vasculature, but the high resolution of AOSLO could allow for earlier

diagnosis.

Retinal nerve cells are small and transparent, and therefore give very little signal

in OCT or SLO imaging. They are of high interest, because nerve cell disorders may

indicate the presence of Alzheimer’s, diabetes, or glaucoma earlier than conventional

diagnostics. To date, nerve cells in the human retina have been imaged with both

AOOCT [38] and AOSLO [39] systems.

The latter study used a variant of AOSLO. Rather than using a confocal pinhole,

which limits the observed light to a small centralized circular area, the authors used a

split detector scheme. In this case, the authors used a knife edge mirror to vertically

bisect the observed light at a plane conjugate to the retina. Each half of the light

went to a separate photomultiplier tube (PMT). As in a conventional SLO, each

PMT forms a 2D image as the system scans. After an image has been recorded

from each PMT, the two images are combined into a split detector image ISD via the

equation

ISD “
IL ´ IR
IL ` IR

, (5.1)

where IL is the image from the PMT corresponding to the left half of the field and
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IR likewise from the PMT on the right. This technique was introduced into the

AOSLO community by Sulai et al. [168] in 2014, and has also been used to enhance

the visualization of vasculature and photoreceptors.

A similar technique that uses a confocal pinhole laterally offset from the central

position, introduced by Chui et al. [169], has also been used to enhance the visualiza-

tion of vasculature and ganglion cells [39]. The ganglion cell imaging enhanced the

technique by motorizing the pinhole so that it could be move to equal and opposite

distances from the central detector. Two images were then formed and combined as

per the split detector technique.

Both of these techniques rely on the phenomenon of multiple scattering. In

vasculature, the turbidity of the blood creates high amounts multiple scatter; in nerve

cells, the transparency creates less multiple scatter than in bulk retinal tissue. The

split detector and motorized pinhole experiments suggest that there is a substantial

amount of information in this multiply scattered light.

However, to date, no effort has been made to measure the full two-dimensional

distribution of the multiply scattered light. The split detector setup lacks the flex-

ibility to make such a measurement, and the motorized pinhole is too slow and

photon-inefficient.

Although confocal AOSLO is a well-established modality for imaging photore-

ceptors, the retina has many other structures. Two structures of particular interest

are retinal vasculature and retinal nerve cells, especially ganglion cells. As stated

above, the capability to measure the full two-dimensional distribution of light is nec-

essary, and cannot be done with a traditional array detector. Therefore, a dynamic

mask is needed at the retina conjugate, essentially identical to Duarte et al.’s single

pixel camera [170]. This allows us to apply a compressive sensing (CS) framework.

Although there are many possible masks, this suggests two possible masks: random

binary pixels and 2D Hadamard masks. The latter case is computationally conve-
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nient as there exists a fast inverse transform from a Hadamard basis to a 2D image

basis. This is possible only if a complete set of Hadamard masks is obtained; if a

subset is used, sparse reconstruction may be used to recover the scene.

The random binary masks also require sparse reconstruction to recover the scene.

The scene itself is unlikely to be sparse, so we will also need a dictionary to form a

sparse representation of the scene. In general, given a scene f , a dictionary D whose

columns are atomic scenes di, a sampling matrix Φ whose rows are the applied masks,

and a set of measurements y, we wish to find a vector of coefficients α̂ such that the

error ||ΦDα̂´y||2 is minimized[170]. Moreover, D is constructed so that α̂ is sparse,

i.e. most of its entries are zero.

There are multiple approaches to solve this problem. Some are optimization-

based and add a cost function that penalizes non-sparse coefficient vectors. Ideally

this would be done by using the cost function ||α̂||0[171], but L0 norms are difficult

to implement practically. Therefore, the L1 norm is used, and can be shown to

reproduce the L0 norm result in many cases.

Non-optimization based approaches also exist. Among these are orthogonal

matching pursuit (OMP) and compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP)[172].

These are greedy algorithms that identify the s entries of D that best represent the

observed signal.

In addition to the reconstruction method, we must also choose a dictionary to

use. Much work has been done on sparse reconstruction of 2D scenes, but the 2D

distribution of multiply scattered light is a very specific subset of scenes, and there

is likely to be a good deal of domain-specific features. Lacking images ahead of time

it is impossible to determine an optimal basis, but there are two approaches we can

take. First, we can use a predefined dictionary such as the random shape dictionary.

This would likely work, but may be inefficient.

Second, we could make our own overcomplete dictionary using real data[173].
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Creating a dictionary requires knowledge of a ground truth, which is difficult to get

in a human eye, due to the frequent motion. However, images with little to no motion

can be obtained using ex vivo retinal tissue or ex vivo porcine eyes, which should have

similar fine-grained structures. For those samples, we would apply successive masks

until, to reconstruct our field with N pixels, we had applied N independent masks.

We can then non-compressively reconstruct the complete 2D light distribution at

each position.

From this data, we can use the K-SVD algorithm introduced by Aharon et al.

[173]. Given a set a of training data X, where each row is an image, K-SVD attempts

to find a dictionary D and coefficents Γ such that the error

||X´DΓ||2

is minimized. This problem is only convex when one of D or Γ is fixed. Therefore, K-

SVD first optimizes Γ for a starting dictionary. Then, the algorithm simultaneously

optimizes each atom of D, di, and its corresponding coefficients γi. Additionally, a

sparsity constraint to γi is applied to ensure that the final dictionary will provide

sparse reconstructions.

The question still remains of how to physically generate a dynamic mask. There

has been some effort into exploring the use of digital micromirror devices (DLPs)

for this purpose, but DLPs have a number of drawbacks. First, they have a non-

unity fill factor (approximately 85 percent), which results in roughly 1/6th of the

light being lost. This is compounded by the industry standard use of non-protected

aluminum as a mirror coating, introducing another 10–20 percent loss. AO imaging

frequently has very small returning signal, on the order of nanowatts, so losing up

to 30 percent of the signal is a significant drawback. Second, to avoid being burned

out, the micromirrors must flip back and forth during a frame. This causes large

artifacts in the image, which again are undesirable.
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Other options for a dynamic mask include the use of spatial light modulators

or a segmented deformable mirror. SLMs also have significant drawbacks, forcing

a compromise on speed, efficiency, cost and polarization or chromatic sensitivity.

Segmented deformable mirrors, such as those from Boston Micromachines, have very

large pixel pitch and are extremely expensive.

All of the above technologies are based on directly changing the mask in the

retinal conjugate plane. By using a predetermined set of masks fabricated with

photolithography and telecentrically scanning the beam across the mask, multiple

independent masks can be effectively created with very high fill factor, small pixel

pitch, and high efficiency.

A schematic diagram of this design is shown in Figure 5.1. The confocal light and

non-confocal light are first separated by a mask, and the confocal light is measured

by its own channel. The non-confocal light is relayed to XY scanners, and imaged

onto the determined mask. The expected width of the nonconfocal spot size is

approximately 40 ADD[174], so the area of a single pattern will be 40 ADD or 1.95

mm across (based on an 8 mm input beam).

The mask is tilted 5˝ to separate out the incident light from the reflected light.

The Rayleigh length of the the beam is 9.35 mm, allowing up to ˘107 mm of trans-

lation in each direction without leaving the focal range. The reflected light is sent

back along the optical axes, then sent via a D-mirror to the nonconfocal with pattern

(NC x P) channel. The transmitted light is collected at the plane conjugate to the

XY scanners in the nonconfocal with complementary pattern (NC x P’) channel.

The efficiency of this design will be approximately 95%, accounting for the reflec-

tions of the light off of glass and absorptive losses from the galvanometer scanners.

Because the system requires telecentric scanning, it is desirable to minimize the

physical size of the mask and therefore minimize the potential effects of field curva-

ture. Navely, N2 masks of NˆN pixels would measure N2 pixels per side. However,
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the compressed sensing nonconfocal AOSLO
technique. The anti-confocal mask is an elliptical toroid designed to be circular at
45˝. At that angle, the inner diameter of the toroid is 1.5 ADD and the outer diameter
is 40 ADD. D represents a D-mirror. The three imaging channels are confocal (C),
pattern on nonconfocal (NC x P), and complementary pattern on nonconfocal (NC
x P’).

both the Hadamard and random binary masks can be efficiently compacted with no

loss of function.

The compaction of the Hadamard masks arises from the realization that, when

sequenced as in Figure 5.2 (left), adjacent masks have can be overlapped if selected

masks are inverted as in Figure 5.2 (center). With the inversions performed, the

masks can then translated to significantly reduce the area, as in Figure 5.2 (right).

For an 8 x 8 mask, normally requiring a 64 x 64 pixel area, the overlap allows

reduction to a 29 x 29 pixel area. This is a substantial reduction and should greatly

relax the constraints on field curvature.

The compaction of the random noise is derived from a similar overlap. In this case

the compaction is allowed because, for a sufficiently large binary random pattern,

rows and columns have low coherence (small inner product). Therefore, in a pN `

1q ˆ N random binary pattern, the N ˆ N patterns starting at (1,1) and (2,1),

respectively, will have low coherence. Thus, 64 random binary patterns of 8x8 pixels
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Figure 5.2: Diagram showing the compaction of a 8 ˆ 8 Hadamard pattern. Left:
basic 8 ˆ 8 Hadamard patterns. Center: 8 ˆ 8 Hadamard patterns with selected
inversions. Right: Compaction of selectively inverted 8 ˆ 8 Hadamard patterns.

each (again normally requiring a 64 x 64 pixel area) can be encoded in a 15 x 15

pixel area, a reduction of over 75%.

The fabrication of these components will be done via photolithography of gold

onto glass substrate. Photolithography is quite capable of producing pixels as small

as 10 µm, which is equivalent to 1/5th of the ADD for a 8 mm beam of 800 nm

light focused through a 200 mm EFL lens. Moreover, photolithography is relatively

low-cost and enables many patterns to be placed on a single print. Therefore, we

will create a pattern that includes the compact random binary pattern, the compact

Hadamard pattern, and half-planes to replicate the split-detector method.

For the Hadamard patterns, we will use a 8 x 8 pixel pattern sized to a disk 20

ADD wide, giving 2.5 ADD or 122 µm pixel resolution. The total 29 x 29 pattern will

therefore be 72.5 x 72.5 ADD or 3.53 x 3.53 mm. For the random binary patterns,

we will use a pixel pitch of 0.25 ADD or 12.2 µm on a 20 ADD-wide disk, requiring

a total area of 159 x 159 pixels or 1.93 x 1.93 mm. Each of the four half-planes will

occupy a 36 ADD x 36 ADD area for a total size of 3.5 x 3.5 mm. A finalized pattern

with scale bar is shown in Figure 5.3.

In practice, it is difficult to say how many measurements can be obtained from

the pattern. Even with a fixation target, the motion of the eye may limit the number

frames we are able to measure at a given location. This may make the Hadamard
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Figure 5.3: Mask pattern for the NC-AOSLO. From left to right, the mask patterns
are: compact Hadamard, random binary, and half-planes at 0˝, 90˝, 45˝, and 135˝.

patterns especially desirable, given their frequency-structured nature. If eye motion is

sufficiently high, we may implement the “evolutionary scanning” approach of Radwell

et al. [175]. There, the highest-contrast Hadamard patterns are are prioritized along

with a random selection of lower-contrast Hadamard patterns. This enables continual

refinement of an image the longer a subject is approximately stationary.

These techniques willproduce a nonconfocal AOSLO with high flexibility, and

allow us to probe the multiple scattering of the retina in previously unexplored ways.

This will be helpful in imaging the vasculature as well as transparent structures in

the retina, ideally allowing us to consistently map the ganglion cell structure of the

retina.

5.1.2 Coded Aperture Pixel Re-Assignment (CAPRA) Microscopy

Confocal imaging, as stated above, is forced to make a tradeoff between SNR and

resolution by determining the size of the pinhole. However, recent developments

have shown the the lateral resolution increase in confocal imaging can be obtained

through pixel reassignment, also known as image scanning microscopy [88, 89, 91]. In

these techniques, the 2-D distribution of returning light within the area of a standard

confocal pinhole is measured.
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With this distribution, one could construct a widefield microscope-equivalent im-

age by assigning each distribution to the point in the image from which it came. One

could also construct a confocal image by applying a virtual mask and integrating to

get a single value per scan position. However, if one scales down the distribution by

a factor of two and assigns the scaled distribution to the point in the image from

which it came, the full
?

2 resolution enhancement of confocal microscopy is regained

without any loss of signal. This is due to the fact that, for singly scattered light, the

scaling of the 2-D distribution assigns photons to the pixel from which they most

likely originated in the sample. However, reassignment has not been yet combined

with an AOSLO system. This is mostly due to issues with complexity: AOSLO

systems have a pixel sampling rate of more than 40 MHz; there are no commercially

available array detectors capable of sufficient sampling resolution and speed.

Reassignment can also be implemented entirely in hardware, in which case it is

called optical reassignment (OR). This technique has been demonstrated in ex vivo

tissue [85, 87, 90, 92–94] as well as in our ORSLO system, where it was used to obtain

a full
?

2 resolution enhancement in an SLO system without AO at high speeds.

Therefore, one might be inclined to try OR. However, it is difficult to frequency-

and phase-lock two resonant scanners. To circumvent this, we used a double-sided

resonant scanner in our ORSLO system. While this is suitable for a conventional

SLO, the optics of AOSLO systems are bulky and not particularly flexible in their

arrangement. Therefore, attempting to use a double-sided resonant scanner would

be quite awkward. Moreover, OPRA cannot gain the depth resolution advantage of

confocal microscopy, which one could do with a virtual pinhole.

Fortunately, the compressed sensing approach described in the previous section

can also be applied to the problem of ISM-AOSLO. In fact, the same masks and

scanners can be used with a small modification in optics, as shown in Figure 5.4.

The main difference in this design is that the confocal light is also sent to the com-
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pressed sensing mask. The focused confocal spot is magnified relative to the focused

nonconfocal spot so that their extent is approximately equivalent. The confocal light

and nonconfocal light are also input at different heights into the masking telescope.

This separation is preserved upon transmittance and reflection, allowing the use of

D-mirrors to separate the confocal from nonconfocal light. The nonconfocal light re-

flected from the mask is also reflected for a second time off of the anti-confocal mask.

New dictionaries and perhaps different reconstruction parameters will be required for

this different regime, but the principles are the same.

Figure 5.4: Diagram of the CAPRA-AOSLO that also incorporates CS-NC-
AOSLO. The four imaging channels are pattern on confocal (C x P), complementary
pattern on confocal (C x P’), pattern on nonconfocal (NC x P), and complemen-
tary pattern on nonconfocal (NC x P’). The top schematic shows the path of the
nonconfocal light, and the bottom schematic shows the path of the confocal light.

This represent a small change in the system and would allow for an offline tradeoff
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in resolution and SNR. This is especially important in elderly patients, who often

have cataracts and retinas of low reflectivity. Imaging such patients is crucial to un-

derstanding the progression of many age-associated ophthalmic diseases. Therefore,

the CAPRA-AOSLO will be an important tool for studying those diseases.

5.1.3 True Widefield AO Retinal Imaging from Personalized Eye Models

An important application of ophthalmic OCT today is angiography (OCT-A), usually

via speckle contrast, phase contrast, or a variant thereof[176–179]. At the same time,

the value of the peripheral eye imaging for retinal diagnostics has been recognized,

both with and without angiography[82, 180–183]. Polans et al. showed that AO can

greatly enhance the performance of peripheral OCT and OCT-A and in fact may be

necessary for accurate diagnostics due to the severe aberrations encountered when

imaging through a lens at a high angle [82, 183].

While the Polans et al. system was capable of a wide field of view, it could only

image a small portion of the eye with AO at a given time and had to re-run its WS-

AO algorithm at every new position in the eye. Thus, the system was dependent on

physician or operator intervention to identify positions of interest within the eye and

then perform enhanced imaging at those positions. This primarily stems from the

eye’s anisoplanaticism, i.e. the variance in aberrations as a function of beam position

on the retina.

The näıve assumption from isoplanaticism would be that if the desired field of

view is k times larger than the isoplanatic patch size in each axis, k2 aberration mea-

surements would be required to completely describe the aberrations at all points.

Over an 80˝ field of view, assuming a 2.5˝ isoplanatic patch size from a 4 mm

beam [143], over 1000 aberration measurements are required. If each aberration

measurement consists of, conservatively, 8 Zernike modes [81], that implies that

8,000 parameters are needed to characterize the eye.
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Not only is this intuitively too high, Polans et al. demonstrated in a separate

publication [81] that a widefield eye model could accurately capture several kinds

of behavior with only 34 parameters. Therefore, the different isoplanatic patches

must be highly correlated. We can exploit that correlation to enable true widefield

AO-OCT using only current-generation hardware.

First, we will develop a method to infer the wavefront aberrations at all points

in an eye from a limited number of wavefront or aberrations measurements. The

measurements can be performed either directly by a wavefront sensor or by using

a WS-AO algorithm and converting the DM shape to a wavefront. In either case,

calibrated and repeatable fixation will be necessary to accurately match wavefronts

to positions. If a wavefront sensor is used, a large number of Zernike modes can be be

easily obtained from each position, between 8 and 30 from each position. Using only

8 modes we can create an overdetermined inverse problem with only 5 measurements.

With 9 measurements, the inverse problem is more than 2ˆ overdetermined.

From the wavefront measurements, we will infer the complete wavefront as a

function of position. There are two potential approaches to this problem. First,

the Polans eye model could be used. Each of the 34 parameters could be varied

within predetermined bounds in Zemax optical design software and optimized to

match the wavefront measurements. The other option is to ignore any existing

models and use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn a transform from 5-9

individual measurements to all measurements. After both or either approaches have

been developed, validation will be required. This can be done by measuring each

subject on a grid or utilizing the same aberrometry data Polans et al. used for the

model eye design.

Second, a widefield scan will be performed using a system essentially identical

to the Polans widefield AO-OCT system. However, unlike WFS-based AO systems

or WS-AO systems, this model-based AO system (MAO) will use a precomputed
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scan pattern and corresponding DM shapes/wavefronts computed from the previous

step. To minimize discontinuities in the change of the wavefront during the scan,

we will use a spiral scan pattern [184]. If the scan, far in the periphery, can be

approximated as a series of diagonals of 2.5˝ isoplanatic patches, each patch will

require approximately 420 A-scans to obtain critically sampled spatial information.

Using a 200 kHz A-line rate OCT engine, this results in a new ”patch” being required

at 476 Hz. ALPAO DMs have a settling rate of 1 kHz for a step response, so due

to the spiral scan the DM should be more than adequate for continuous correction

over a spiral scan. The reference arm path length may also be modulated during the

scan to keep the retina in an optimal depth position.

The downside to a widefield scan is the requirement for an extremely long vol-

ume acquisition time. During this time, saccades and fixational drift will deviate

the eye position from a fixation target, potentially causing non-diffraction-limited

performance. To this end, two compensation schemes may be enabled. First, a

foveally-targeted fundus camera or SLO co-registered to the OCT would provide a

source of high-speed tracking, potentially giving single-photoreceptor stability [185].

Second, the same imaging source could be used to dynamically alter the DM correc-

tion to match the predicted wavefront error at the corrected position.

In conclusion, this technology would enable the creation of high-resolution indi-

vidualized widefield images of structure and angiographic anatomy in the eye. Such

images will be essential for accurate diagnostics of retinal diseases.
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